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ABSTRACT

Direct sequence spread spectrum communications have become an increasingly

popular technique over the decades. Code phase acquisition is a critical and difficult

operation in any spread spectrum system. Acquisition must be accomplished within a

short period of time and at low signal to noise ratio (SNR) in most communication

environments. Conventional acquisition schemes can not achieve a short acquisition time

at low SNR and the estimate can be corrupted by transitions in a source data.

To overcome these disadvantages, two new acquisition schemes have been

proposed in this study. One is a direct estimate of the code sequence phase while the

other is a transition based estimate. Both schemes use a matched filter and cyclic

accumulation to provide noise averaging. The direct estimate scheme can operate at a

very low SNR while the transition based scheme is more noise sensitive. The transition

based sequence estimate scheme makes the acquisition process insensitive to data

transitions in the input signal and to small frequency offsets in demodulation.
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A statistical test system was developed on a DEC station-50001125 using Signal

Processing WorkSystem (SPW) software. Simulations were performed with three

codephase estimation schemes and transition probabilities were evaluated. Mean

acquisition times over a range of SNR were then determined using a system model.

Results indicate that both proposed schemes will achieve much better acquisition time

performance than previously reported methods.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Spread spectrum communication has been under development since the 1950's.

Initial research and applications were limited to military communication systems such as

military antijamming tactical communications, guidance systems and experimental

antimultipath systems. The characteristics of the spread spectrum technique permit

communications not to be detectable by enemy systems. Spread spectrum communication

became practical with the development of integrated circuits and now the technique is

used for mobile radio networks, and for positioning systems.

The spread spectrum technique spreads the transmitted signal power over a

frequency band which is much wider than the minimum bandwidth required for

transmission of the original information. Band spreading is accomplished by modulating

the information with a wide-band random binary signal. At the receiver, a replica of the

random binary code is phase synchronized to the transmitter random binary code and is

then used for despreading and recovering data at the receiver.

Using the spread spectrum technique can achieve several benefits. First, it

provides a great immunity from jamming or interference and a low probability of being

intercepted by a casual listener (LPI).

A second situation where spread spectrum has proven to be an advantage is in the

presence of multipath fading (distortion). This multipath distortion results from time

dispersive propagation through a channel. If the multipath distortion is fixed with time, it

can be effectively overcome by adaptive equalization [1]. On the other hand if it is
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rapidly varying with time, as in a mobile application, it is difficult to adapt sufficiently

fast. This type of interference, so called the self-interference, may be mitigated by the

spread spectrum modulation technique.

A third advantage is that spread spectrum code division multiplexing enables a

group of carriers to operate at the same nominal center frequency. Each carrier is

separable from the others by using low cross-correlation pseudo random codes. This

allows a considerable number of spread spectrum users to coexist in the same frequency

band simultaneously and also provides a multiple user random access communication

with selective addressing capability.

1.1 Types of Spread Spectrum Communication

Two types of spread spectrum system are used in practice. One is the direct

sequence spread spectrum (DSSS) system and the other is the frequency-hopping spread

spectrum (FHSS) system. In a "direct sequence" spread spectrum system, a carrier is

modulated by a binary code sequence with high chip rate, which is called the spreading

sequence. The term chip is used to designate the period of spreading code clock. This

code sequence spreads the information signal into a wide band for transmission. The

signal is then recovered at the receiver by using a synchronized replica of the spreading

sequence.

In a "frequency-hopping" spread spectrum system, the available channel

bandwidth is subdivided into a large number of small frequency bands (or slots). In any

signaling interval, the transmitted signal occupies one or more of the available frequency

slots. The selection of the frequency slots in each signaling interval is made pseudo

randomly according to the output from a pseudonoise generator. Therefore, the

transmitted frequency is governed by 'a pseudo random code sequence.
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Code-division multiple access (CDMA) is a modulation and multiple access

scheme based on spread spectrum communication. In CDMA spread spectrum systems,

each transmitter-receiver pair is assigned its own pseudorandom pattern. These patterns

are approximately orthogonal to the codes of other users. Each user uses the entire

transmission bandwidth. Carrier separation is achieved by identifying the carrier with a

proper pseudorandom pattern. The pseudo random pattern is usually in the form of

periodic binary sequences that either modulate the carrier directly or change the

frequency state of the carrier. Thus, the CDMA system includes a direct-sequence CDMA

(DS/CDMA) and a frequency-hopped CDMA (FHlCDMA).

The direct sequence spread spectrum system is mainly used for the antijamming

application, low-detectability signal transmission and code division multiple access. The

frequency-hopping spread spectrum system has particular attraction for mobile users

when used in CDMA system. Since larger processing gains are possible in a FH system

with current semiconductor technology, the capacity of CDMA with FH is relatively

high. The term processing gain is defined as the ratio of PN chip rate and information bit

rate. In some cases, a FH signal is preferred over a DS spread spectrum signal because the

timing requirements in a FH system are not as stringent as in a DS system [1].

Another type of the spread spectrum system analogous to a FH system is the time

hopped spread spectrum system (THSS). In the THSS system, the time of transmission is

governed by a code sequence. The coded information symbols are transmitted in a

pseudo-randomly selected time slot. The hop of the transmission time slots is controlled

by a PN sequence. The time-hopped technique does not actually spread the signal

spectrum in frequency domain while it spreads the signal in time domain [8]. Other types

of spread spectrum systems can be obtained by combining DS, FH and TH systems. With

hybrid types such as DSIFH and DSITH, some advantages can be obtained relative to a
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pure DS or FH system. Disadvantages are an increase in complexity, greater cost, and

more stringent timing requirements.

Both the direct sequence and the frequency-hopping spectrum spreading

techniques can be used for applications such as personal communications, cellular

telephony, wireless alarm systems, local-area networks, short-range telemetry, and paging
systems. Spread spectrum transmission can b�jmplemented with very large scale

integration (VLSI) chips and can employ low power transmission, therefore the cost of

spread spectrum equipment is low and the equip�ent volume is small. One limitation to

,,',''':';,

the direct-sequence spread spectrum is the chiprate of its spreading code. Today, the

maximum chip rate with silicon CMOS integrated circuits is about 70 Mchips/s and is

considered to be adequate for most current applications. Beyond silicon CMOS circuits,

commercially available gallium arsenide FET circuits can operate at about 2 Gchips/s.

The limitation to frequency-hopping spread spectru� is the ability of a frequency

synthesizer to change frequency fast enough to avoid generating spurious signals.

Modem numerically-controlled oscillators (NCOs) can change frequency at a rate of up

to 1 million hops per second over a 20-MHz bandwidth [2].

1.2 Applications of Spread Spectrum Communication

A number of spread spectrum systems are in operation today. One space-oriented

system which uses DS spread spectrum modulation is the Tracking and Data Relay

Satellite System (TDRSS) [3,4,5]. The basic idea is to provide a support to a number of

earth orbiting vehicles by giving them a relay station to communicate with the continental

United States. The modulation is a code division multiple access (CDMA) on some

channels. Two separate spread spectrum signals are transmitted simultaneously in

TDRSS. One employs a data modulated 1023-chip Gold code biphase modulating carrier.
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The second signal is also biphase modulated, but with a linear maximal code whose

length is 256 multiples of 1023 (261,888), truncated from a normal 218 - 1 code length.

One interesting aspect of the TDRSS spread spectrum subsystem is its code

synchronization acquisition technique. In the transmitter, the short and long codes are

started at the same time, and the long code is truncated and started again after 256

repetitions of the short code. In the receiver, short-code synchronization is acquired by a

search through the total uncertainty (1023 chips). Then, the receiver resets its long-code

generator each time the short code repeats and integrates over the short-code period. In

this way, the long-code synchronization is greatly accelerated by synchronizing the start

and end of the long code with the repetition period of the 1023 chip Gold code.

Another large DS spread spectrum system is the Global Positioning System

(GPS), a satellite navigational system utilizing direct sequence spreading [3, 6, 7]. The

GPS is used to provide signals that can be processed by military as well as commercial

users to determine position, velocity, and accurate time information for navigational

purposes. This system uses a constellation of 18 satellites in three orbits. The orbital

period of these satellites is exactly 12 hours and there are six satellites in each of three

orbits. This configuration was so selected that a GPS user anywhere on the earth is able to

receive signals from at least four GPS satellites at any time. Two direct-sequence signals

are transmitted from each satellite to the ground at two carrier frequencies 1571.42 and

1227.60 MHz. The spread spectrum modulation is unbalanced QPSK. The I-channel

(in-phase channel) spreading code is a Gold code (1023 chips) called Clear/Acquisition

(C/A) code. The chip rate is 1.023 MHz and the code period is 1.0 ms. A different Gold

code is used for each satellite so that a ground receiver can distinguish the satellites. The

Q-channel (quadrature channel) spreading code is a long nonlinear code called Precise (P)

code with a chip rate of 10.230 MHz and a period of 7 days. Each satellite uses a different
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phase of this long code. The 50 bps navigation messages are modulated by each of two

PN sequences.

The initial acquisition is accomplished using the 1023 chip short code. The

acquisition of GPS code at the receiver is based on a serial search scheme. For example,

when the search rate is 45 chipslsec and the Doppler uncertainty tolerated is

approximately ±1 kHz, it requires approximately 1-2 minutes to lock on to a satellite's

signal [4]. The GPS signal structure is similar to the TDRSS signal structure: both

employ a pair of quadrature modulated carriers with different codes modulating each of

them. Both systems employ 1023 chip Gold codes for initial acquisition. The comparison

between the GPS and TDRSS is summarized in Table 1.1.

Table 1.1 Characteristics comparison between GPS and

TDRSS spread spectrum systems [8]

GPS TDRSS

Short code (clear access or CIA)
1.023 Mcps
1023 chips long
Gold codes

period, 1.0 msec

Long code (precise or P)
10.23 Mcps
one week period

6.19x1012 chips
mildly nonlinear code

Short code

3.08 Mcps
1023 chips long
Gold codes

period, 0.33 msec

.

Long code

3.08 Mcps
256 x 1023 = 261,888 chips long
linearmaximal code

85 msec period
Modulation

1571 MHz

I carrier, CIA code

Q carrier, P code (suppressed 3 dB)
1227 MHz

P code only

Modulation

I carrier, short code

Q carrier, long code

(suppressed 10 dB)
Several frequencies
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One of the most important applications of the CDMA technique is for digital

cellular radio communication. The CDMA technique allows a digital spread spectrum

radio network in addition to existing analog users occupying the same radio frequency

(RF) band. This CDMA approach can solve the near-term capacity concerns for the

cellular telephone frequency band; In the CDMA cellular telephone system, a pilot carrier

signal is transmitted by each cell site using the same code but different spread spectrum

code phase offsets. The mobile station uses this pilot carrier to obtain initial system

synchronization and to provide robust time, frequency and phase tracking of the signal

from the cell site. The system timing synchronization is found by a single search through

all code phases. The strongest signal identified corresponds to the code phase of the best

cell site.

In 1985, the U.S. Federal Communication Commission (FCC) opened three

frequency bands, 902-928 MHz, 2,400-2,483.5 MHz, and 5,725-5,850 MHz to

commercial spread spectrum users. This ruling has stimulated a wide range of

commercial applications for spread spectrum technique, such as Personal

Communications Network (PCN), Local Area Wireless Network (LAWN), CDMA

mobile communications network.

1.3 Objectives of ResearchWork

In order to operate a spread spectrum system properly, it is necessary for a

receiver to acquire a correct phase position of the PN code in the incoming waveform and

this phase position must be continually tracked. If the codephase synchronization fails to

function properly, the information signal can not be successfully detected. Codephase

acquisition is difficult because typical spreading code periods are long and predetection

signal to noise ratios can be very low. In some cases, the synchronization must be
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accomplished quickly at a very low SNR and also in the presence of jamming. Oscillator

instabilities and Doppler frequency shifts result in frequency uncertainty.

The codephase synchronization includes two steps of acquisition and tracking.

When transmission is first received, the acquisition process brings two PN codes into a

coarse alignment. Once the system finds the coarse alignment, the acquisition process is

completed and the system is in lock mode. The tracking process takes place and the fine

synchronization is maintained by code-tracking loops.

Spread spectrum communication systems which operate at a low SNR are

becoming increasingly common. High chip rate requires high detector input bandwidth,

which in tum results in a low input SNR. Ifcommunications are bursty, rapid acquisition

of short messages is required.

Coarse acquisition schemes can be categorized into two classes: serial search and

codephase estimation. Considerable work has been reported on the serial search,

however, there are few studies on codephase estimation. The serial search scheme is

relatively simple and can achieve good acquisition performance in the presence of strong

interference or noise. The major disadvantage of this scheme lies in its long acquisition

time which results in a long setup time before the communication link is usable. The

serial search "trial and error" correlation method does not retain any past received signal.

The codephase estimation scheme, on the other hand, can record a history of the input

signal and can reduce the acquisition time by using an effective estimation method.

Two new acquisition schemes for the direct sequence spread spectrum codephase

acquisition are proposed in this study. One is the cyclic accumulation sequence detected

by matched filter (CAlMF) and the other is the cyclic accumulation transition sequence

detected by matched filter (CATSIMF). Both schemes use a matched filter and cyclic

accumulation to provide noise averaging. The rapid acquisition by accumulation of
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transition sequence (RAATS) scheme [9] and the rapid acquisition by sequential

estimation (RASE) scheme [10] have been analyzed for the purpose of comparison.

Preliminary investigations [11] indicate that good acquisition time performance

can be achieved by the codephase estimation schemes. The research reported in this thesis

includes a functional simulation and theoretical analysis for the two proposed codephase

estimation schemes. The objectives of this research include:

1. Modeling and simulating the spread spectrum modulation/demodulation system by

three synchronization schemes: CAlMF, CATSIMF and RAATS using Signal

Processing WorkSystem (SPW) software;

2. Calculating the mean acquisition time of the simulated systems using the system

parameters and the system model;

3. Testing with different synchronization schemes and studying the threshold voltage

effect on the acquisition time performance;

4. Comparing the mean acquisition times of four schemes, RASE [10], CAlMF,

CATSIMF and RAATS, to the conventional serial search scheme (SS).

1.4 Organization of Thesis

In addition to this introductory chapter, the thesis is organized as follows.

Chapter 2 discusses direct sequence spread spectrum modulation and demodulation,

pseudonoise sequence generation, and an introduction to the Gold codes. Several

acquisition schemes for spread spectrum codephase receivers are reviewed in Chapter 3.

In Chapter 4, the Signal Processing WorkSystem (SPW) software is introduced.

Statistical test system design and probability measurement methods are described. The
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simulation methods for the proposed acquisition schemes are illustrated. The simulation

results of transition probability are presented.

Chapter 5 analyses the performance of acquisition systems using a Markov

process model and generating function flow graphs. The mean acquisition times are

calculated from simulation results based on analytical model.

In Chapter 6, the results of mean acquisition time from an analytical model are

given. The mean acquisition times for the five schemes are discussed and compared. A

brief discussion of the threshold effect on the system performance is provided.

Conclusions and suggestions for further study are given in Chapter 7.



2. THEORY OF SPREAD SPECTRUM

COMMUNICATION

2.1 Spread Spectrum Systems

Spread spectrum modulation/demodulation is a technique in which the transmission

bandwidth is much greater than the minimum bandwidth required to transmit the digital

information. Demodulation or despreading of the signal is accomplished by correlation of

the received signal with a replica of the spreading signal used in the transmitter.

This section discusses the principle of spread-spectrum communications and

introduces the two major types of spread-spectrum systems: direct-sequence (DS) and

frequency hopping (FH). The emphasis is on direct-sequence techniques. A general

discussion of spread spectrum multiple access techniques is included in this section.

2.1.1 Direct Sequence Spread Spectrum Systems

In the direct-sequence system, the spread-spectrum transmission bandwidth is

dominated by the spreading signal and is almost independent of the data signal. The

spreading code should have properties which facilitate demodulation by an intended

receiver and prevent demodulation by an unintended receiver as much as possible. These

properties also allow for the intended receiver to discriminate between the communication

signal and a jamming signal.

A hostile jamming signal is intentional interference by an external source. A

sophisticated jammer can easily mimic the signals emitted by the transmitter and confuse the

11
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receiver. Amilitary communication systemmight be jammed by a single-tone jammer near

the modem's center frequency or by a multiple-tone jammer or by a partial band jammer. In

the commercial environment, it is proposed to use the microwave oven frequency band for

communication. In this case there will be single tone jamming of the spread spectrum signal

when a microwave oven is operating. Another type of interference occurs when there are

multiple propagation paths between the transmitter and the receiver. This unintentional

interference is defmed as multipath interference.

Figure 2.1 shows a basic model of a DS SS system which uses binary phase-shift

keying (BPSK) to both spreading code modulation and datamodulation. At the transmitter,

the random data d(t) at a rate of fd bitls is used to biphase modulate a sinusoidal carrier

having power P and radian frequency (.00. The data-modulated carrier is expressed as

Sd(t) = -J2P d(t) cos (.Oot (2.1)

where d(t) takes on values of±l. The power spectral density of the random data d(t) [11] is

(sin7tfTd ')2. . 2
Srd(f) = Td

7tfTd)
= Td smc (ITd) WIHz (2.2)

where Td = l/fd.

The two-sided power spectral density of a binary phase-shift-keyed carrier in WlHz

is the convolution of the power spectrum of the carrier and the power spectrum of random

data and is given by

Sd(f) = i PTd {sine- [(f - fo)Td] + sine- [(f+fo)Td]}' (2.3)

The BPSK spread spectrum signal is formed by multiplying the data-modulated

carrier Sd(t) by a high frequency pseudonoise (PN) sequence c(t) with a chip rate of fc

chips/so The pseudonoise sequence c(t) has a value of either + 1 or -1. The power spectrum
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Figure 2.1 Direct sequence spread spectrum system

of the PN sequence crt) with the period of N consists of discrete spectral lines at all

harmonics of l/NTc with the envelope of [(N+1)/N2] sinc2(ITc). This relationship will be

presented in the next section.

The transmitted signal can be mathematically represented as

Stet) = .f2P d(t) c(t) cos wot. (2.4)
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This binary phase-shift-keyed carrier forms the DS SS signal for transmission

through the antenna. If the data bandwidth, Iffd- is much smaller than Iffe but larger than

IlNTe, the power spectral density can be approximately represented by [3]

St(f) = i PTe {sine? [(f - fo)Tel + sine- [(f + fo)Tcl}. (2.5)

An important practical case occurs when the received spread spectrum signal is

coupled with a single-tone jammer and additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN). This case

arises when spread spectrum communication coexists with narrow band AM or FM

transmission. Assume that the single-tone jammer having power J is allocated directly in

the center of the transmission bandwidth. If the data bandwidth is small, the power

spectrum of the received signal Sr(f) can be approximately represented by [3]

Sr(f) == i PTe {sine- [(f - fo)Tcl + sine- [(f+fo)Tcl} + � J {[ <5 (f-fo) + <5 (f+fo)}. (2.6)

At the receiver, the despreading code, which is assumed to be correctly

synchronized to the transmitter spreading code, is used for despreading the data-modulated

carrier. The despread data-modulated carrier is given by

Sy(f) = i PTd {sinc-](f - fo)Td] + sinc-](f + fo)Td] }

+ i JTe {sinc2[(f - fo)Tcl + sinc2[(f + fo)Te]}· (2.7)

The signal Sd(t) can be then demodulated using a conventional coherent phase

demodulator. The power spectrum of the received signal Sr(f) and the output signal power

spectrum Sy(f) from the despreading mixer are illustrated in Figure 2.2. The power spectra

of the signals show that the data signal is despread into the original data bandwidth while

the single-tone jammer is spread over the full transmission bandwidth of the spread

spectrum system. By filtering the despread signal through a bandpass filter of the

bandwidth equal to the data rate, all of the signal power is essentially passed through the
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filter while a large fraction of the spread jammer and white noise power is rejected. Thus,

spread spectrum enables the receiver to reject deliberate interference or jamming.

data-modulated carrier
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It is noted that the carrier is randomly modulated by data as well as the spreading

code. After the modulation by data, each discrete spectral line of the PN sequence becomes

a sine function as long as the data band fd is less than 1/(2NTc). Since the fd is usually

much greater than l/(NTc), the spectrum of modulated signal will merge into a continuous

spectrum approximately the same as the envelope of the power spectral density of

spreading sequence, which is given by Equation (2.5). The transmitted spectrum St(f) as

shown in Figure 2.2 is, therefore, rather continuous than discrete.

To successfully despread and recover the data, a key issue is codephase

synchronization at the receiver. The receiver should be capable of acquiring the codephase

of the PN sequence which is used by the transmitter. Establishment and retention of the

relative PN spreading code synchronization between the transmitter and the receiver is the

subject of this thesis.

2.1.2 Frequency Hopping Spread Spectrum Systems

Spread spectrum communications may also be achieved by using frequency

hopping of the RF carrier. A typical frequency hopping spread spectrum system is shown

in Figure 2.3. In FHSS system, the available transmission bandwidth is partitioned into a

large number of contiguous frequency sub-bands. Each sub-band is approximately equal in

bandwidth to the data modulation spectrum main lobe. Each carrier frequency is chosen

from a set of 2k frequencies and changed in a pseudo random manner. The spreading code

is used to control the sequence of carrier frequencies. At the receiver, the frequency

hopping is removed by mixing (down-converting) with a local oscillator signal which is

hopping synchronously with the received signal.
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As shown in Figure 2.3, too system uses frequency-shift keying (FSK) modulation

with noncoherent detection. The number of k bits from the PN generator are used to

specify 2k_l possible carrier frequency hops. At the receiver, an identical PN generator

which is synchronized with the received signal is used to control the output of the

frequency synthesizer. Thus, the FHSS signal is recovered by mixing the synthesizer

output with the received signal. The resultant despread signal is then demodulated to

recover the data.

There are two types of frequency hopping techniques. If the system transmits one

symbol or several symbols per hop, this is referred to as slow frequency hopping (SFH),

in other words, the hop frequency band changes much slower than the symbol rate. If a

data symbol time is several hop times, then the carrier frequency can change many times

per modulated symbol. This is calledfast frequency hopping (FFH).

The output frequency of an example SFH spread spectrum modulator is shown in

Figure 2.4 (a). The spread spectrum bandwidth is denoted by Ws. In this example, M-ary

(M = 4) FSK is assumed to be the data modulation. Two data bits are collected in each

2T = Ts symbol interval and one of the four frequencies in the data bandwidth Wd is

generated by the data modulator. This frequency is translated into one of 2k (2k = 8)

frequency hop bands by the FH modulator. Figure 2.4 (a) shows that a new frequency hop

band is selected after each group of 2 symbols (4 bits).

At the receiver, the transmitted signal is dehopped using a local oscillator. The

oscillator generates the sequence of frequencies 0, 5Wd- 6Wd- 2Wd- 7Wd- ... and the output

frequency band after frequency dehopping is illustrated in Figure 2.4 (b). The signal is then

demodulated using the conventional noncoherent MFSK. Frequency dehopping requires a

local hopping pattern synthesizer. This synthesizer generates a synchronized version of the

hopping pattern to be locked into the received hopping pattern. This is achieved by running
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an identical code sequence generator in time synchronism with the code sequence to

produce the hopping pattern of the received carrier. This code pattern must be acquired and

continually tracked. However, the frequency hopping system must utilize an acquisition

operation different from that used in the direct-sequence spread

1
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Figure 2.4 Pictorial representation of frequency hop band in FH system

(a) transmitted signal for an M-ary FSK SFH system

(b) receiver down converter output [3]
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spectrum system. Detailed discussions on this aspect are available in literature [12, 13, 14].

Both coherent and noncoherent FH systems can be used for the data demodulation.

In a coherent system, the signal phase between slots is continuous and not random as in a

noncoherent FH system. Data demodulation in a coherent system requires carrier recovery.

Two practical problems associated with coherent FH systems are that 1) it is difficult to

build a truly coherent frequency synthesizer and 2) the phase of the data-modulated carrier

has to be precisely recovered for the coherent demodulation. Therefore, practical FH spread

spectrum systems use either noncoherent or differentially coherent data demodulation

schemes.

2.1.3 Spread Spectrum Multiple Access

The process of multiplexing the channel among users is called multiple access.

There are three basic multiple access techniques: Frequency Division Multiple Access

(FDMA), Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA), and Code Division Multiple Access

(CDMA). In a FDMA system, all users transmit signals simultaneously but use disjoint

frequency bands. Each channel is almost independent of all the other channels. The TDMA

technique allocates different non-overlapping time slots to each user to transmit their

signals. They share the full channel bandwidth at different time slots. One difficulty with

TDMA is the problem of time synchronization when users are geographically distributed.

CDMA techniques allow users to transmit signals simultaneously and to occupy the full

channel bandwidth.

In a spread spectrum multiple user system, each user has a unique spreading code

to spread his own signals at the transmitter. As many as 10 to 20 active users may share the

same spectral band. At any receiver, a corresponding code for each user is set to select and

to despread the desired signal from the received signal. Signals from other users remain
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spread and appear as interference. The CDMA spread spectrum technique is suitable for use

in a multipath and multiple user radio communication environment.

No frequency or time separation is required in a CDMA system. The carrier

separation is achieved by identifying the carrier with the proper pseudo-random pattern.

These uniquely separable pseudo-random patterns which identify the users are

approximately orthogonal to each other. They are usually in the form of periodic binary

sequences. The signal recovery for each user requires the correct code plus codephase

synchronization for the receiver despreading process. If the pseudo-random sequence is

modulated directly on the carrier, the format is referred to as a direct-sequence CDMA

(DS/CDMA). If it is used continually to change the frequency of the carrier, the system is

referred to as a frequency hopping CDMA (FH/CDMA).

2.2 Pseudo Noise (PN) Sequence

To operate the spread spectrum system efficiently, the spreading code waveform

c(t) should be selected to have certain desirable properties. For the direct sequence spread

spectrum system, the phase delay T of the received spreading code crt - T) must be initially

determined and then tracked by the receiver. These functions are facilitated by choosing ctt)

as a maximal-length sequence (m-sequence), When the spread-spectrum system is used for

multiple access, waveform sets, q (t), C2(t), ... , crn(t), must be examined to identify good

cross-correlation properties. This can be accomplished by using different m-sequence or by

selecting c(t) from a set of Gold codes. When jamming resistance or privacy is a concern,

the pseudonoise sequence is designed to have extremely long periods so that it is difficult

for the jammer to learn the feedback connections of the PN generator and thus the PN code.
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2.2.1 Generation of PN Sequence

The PN sequence c(t) may be generated by using logic elements and shift registers.

A feedback structure containing modulo-2 adders and appropriate feedback taps on the shift

register can generate a maximal length sequence (m-sequence) of length 2n_ 1.

A 4-stage linear feedback shift register generator with a generating polynomial

Q(D) = 1 + D + D 4 is shown in Figure 25 (a). The generating polynomial specifies the

feedback connections in the code generator circuit. The output sequence 1000 1111 0101

100 ...

, denoted by the output Q4, has a ma.ximallength period of 24 - 1 = 15 for initial

register contents (from right to left) of 1000. In the maximal length sequence, the register

content passes through each possible 4-bit combination except the all-zero state. The shift

register generator can also operate with an alternate sequence containing only one member

which is a constant logic zero. Any of the initial states except the all-zero state results in the

maximal length cycle sequence as shown in Figure 2.5 (b). The first column from the right

in the figure represents the output sequence from the generator. Because all possible states

except the all-zero state appear once in the state cycle, the period of the output sequence is

maximal.

In addition to the obvious inverted sequence, a reverse order sequence can always

be generated by reversing the direction of the shift register and reversing the direction of the

modulo-2 tap adders. In the 4-stage register, the reverse order sequence can be generated

by taking feedback taps after 3 and 4 delays. This corresponds to the generating polynomial

Qr(D) = 1 + D 3 + D 4 [8, 15].
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(a)

Q,Q2 Q3 <4
0001----.
100 0
1 1 0 0
1 1 1 0
111 1
o 1 1 1
1 0 1 1
o 1 0 1
101 0
1 1 0 1
o 1 1 0
o 0 1 1
1 0 0 1
o 1 0 0
o 0 1 0----1-

(b)

Figure 2.5 (a) 4-stage PN sequence generator

(b) m-sequence of period 15

2.2.2 Properties of PN Sequence

properties:

The PN sequence has nearly random properties. There are five randomness

1. Balance Property: In each period of the sequence, the number of 'l's and the number

of 'O's differ by at most one. The number of 'l's in the m-sequence is (N+1)/2.
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2, Run Property: Among the runs of 'l's and of 'a's in each period, one half the runs of

each kind are of length one, one quarter are of length two, one eight are of length

three, etc. as long as these fractions give meaningful numbers of runs.

3. Shift-and-Add Property: The modulo-2 sum of an m-sequence and any phase shift of

the same sequence results in another phase of the same m-sequence,

4. Correlation Property: If a full period of the sequence is compared bit by bit with

any cyclic shift of itself, the number of agreements and disagreements differ by at

most one.

5. Spectral Properties: The spectrum has a null at a frequency equal to the reciprocal of

the bit width (fb = Iffb) and has lines at spacing equal to the reciprocal of the

sequence period (ilf= 1/[(2n -1)Tb]).

Property (3) is used in the transition detector of the CATSIMF scheme described in

Chapter 4. Figure 2.6 (a) demonstrates the shift-and-add property of an m-sequence with a

period of 15 generated by a 4-stage shift register. As the waveform shown in the figure, the

output sequence C of the EXCLUSIVE-OR circuit is equivalent to the input m-sequence

delayed by n chips where n is the number of the m-sequence generator stages which are

equal to 4 in this example. The equivalent function is shown in Figure 2.6 (b).
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Figure 2.6 Shift-and-add property ofm-sequence

2.2.3 Autocorrelation and Power Spectrum of PN Sequence

The spreading code c(t) is deterministic and periodic with a period T = NTe, so

its autocorrelation function can be defined by

1 T

Rc( 'l' ) = T J c(t)c(t+ r) dt.
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Since c(t) is periodic with period T = NTc, Rc( 't' ) is also periodic with period T = NTc.

Thus, Rc( r ) can be further given by [3]

(2.8)

where the delay, 't', can be expressed as t = kTc + 't'e, for 0 � 't'e < Tc; and 8b(k) is

discrete periodic autocorrelation function defined as

The two-valued periodic autocorrelation function ofm-sequence c(k) is given by

{l.O8b(k) =
_ �

k = jN
(2.9)

k * jN for m-sequence

where j is a integer and N is the sequence period.

The autocorrelation function Rc( r) is illustrated in Figure 2.7.

N

Figure 2.7 Autocorrelation function of a PN sequence

The power spectrum of the m-sequence c(t) is the Fourier transform of the

autocorrelation function Rc( 't' ) as given by [3]:
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00

Sc(t) = L Pm 8(f - mfn) (2.10)
m=-oo

where fo = 1INTc and {Pm} is a set of Fourier series coefficients evaluated to be

1
N2 m = 0

(2.11)
m *' O.

The power spectrum as a function of f is illustrated in Figure 2.8. Since Rc( r) is

periodic, the power spectral density is a line spectrum consisting of discrete spectral lines at

all harmonics of lINTc. The envelope of the amplitude of these lines is given by

[(N+1)1N2]sinc2(ITc) except the de term which has an amplitude of 11N2• The example

shown in Figure 2.8 is for a ±1 volt sequence of length 15 at a chip rate of 15 kHz and

code period of 1 ms.

o
1
'T=15 kHz
c

2

Tc
f

Figure 2.8 Power spectral density of a PN sequence of length 15
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2.2.4 Generation and Properties of Gold Codes

In some applications such as CDMA, the cross-correlation properties of a PN

sequence are as important as the autocorrelation properties. The periodic cross-correlation

function between any pair of m-sequences of the same period can have relatively large

peaks [16]. Such high values for the cross-correlation are unacceptable in the CDMA. It

might be possible to select a small subset ofm-sequences for a given length of register that

have smaller cross-correlation peak values. However, this limited number in the

m-sequence set is usually too small for CDMA applications. Sequences used in CDMA

systems should ideally have mutually orthogonal cross-correlation property so that the

interference from other users can be eliminated at the receiver by using the despreading

technique. PN sequences with better periodic cross-correlation properties than m-sequences

have been reported by Gold in 1967 [1]. The Gold code sequences have low

cross-correlation between any pair of codes.

Gold code sequences are generated from appropriately selected m-sequences which

are called preferred sequences. The preferred sequences can be explained as follows [3].

Consider an m-sequence b of length N, and a second sequence b' obtained by sampling

every qth symbol of b. The second sequence is said to be a decimation of the first, and the

notation b' = b[q] is used to indicate that b' is obtained by sampling every qth symbol ofb.

The decimation of m-sequence mayor may not yield another m-sequence. When the

decimation, b', yields m-sequence with period N, the decimation is said to be a proper

decimation. The pair, b and b' in this case are known as a preferred pair of m-sequences.

To generate sets of Gold codes, preferred pairs of m-sequences are needed. The

following conditions are sufficient to find a preferred pair ofm-sequences [3]:

1. n*,O mod 4; that is, n is odd or n = 2 mod 4

2. b' = b[q] where q is odd and either q = 2k + 1, or q = 22k - 2k + 1
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{I
for n odd

3. gcd (n, k) =
2 for n = 2 mod 4

where 'gcd' denotes the greatest common divisor.

The preferred pairs of the m-sequences have the following properties:

1. the code period ofN = 2ll_ 1;

2. a periodic cross-correlation function takes on three possible

values (-1, -ten), ten) - 2), where

{I + 2[(ll+1)/2]
t (n) =

1 + 2[(ll+2)/2]

for n odd
(2.12)

for n even

and cross-correlation is defined as the correlation between two different codes.

Let beD) and b'(D) represent a preferred pair of m-sequences having a period of

N=2
II

- 1, where D is the delay operator of shift registers. A set of Gold codes can be

generated by:

1. Taking a pair of preferred sequences, beD) and b'(D);

2. Taking the modulo-2 sum of beD) with the N = 2ll - 1 cyclically shifted versions of

b'(D);

3. After obtaining N new sequences with the period of 2ll_ 1, these N sequences plus

beD) and b'(D) together form a set of Gold codes:

G(b, b') = {beD), b'(D), b(D)E9b'(D), b(D)E9Db'(D), b(D)E9D2b'(D),

... , b(D)E9DN-1b'(D)}. (2.13)

The G(b, b') contains N + 2 = 2ll+ 1 sequences of period N.

Preferred pairs of m-sequences can be obtained from Peterson andWeldon (1972)

[1]. A typical shift register configuration used to generate Gold codes of length N= 25_1 is

illustrated in Figure 2.9. The corresponding preferred pair are described by the polynomials
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{gl(D)
= 1 + D2+ D5

g2(D) = 1 + D + D2 + D4 + D5.

Clock

Figure 2.9 Generation of Gold sequences of length 31

A complete family ofGold codes for this generator is obtained using different initial

loads of the shift register. In this case, there are total 33 different sequences. Of these, 31

sequences correspond to the 31 relative phases of the two preferred m-sequences which are

not maximal-length sequences. A straightforward but tedious manual calculation of the

cross-correlation function [I] shows that for any phase shift the cross-correlation takes on

one of the three values - 9/31, - 1/31 or + 7/31 which are normalized values given in

Equation (2.12).

Any pair of codes in the Gold code set G(b, b') satisfies the property of a

three-valued cross-correlation (-1, -t (n), t (n) - 2) where ten) takes on the values defined in

Equation (2.12). The peak cross-correlation function ten) for Gold sequences is very close
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to lse lower bound on the cross-correlation between any pair ofbinary sequences ofperiod

N in a set ofM sequences. The lower bound developed by Welch [1] is

�(M-l)N(MN - 1)
(2.14)

where M is the number of m-sequences of length N = z" - 1 for the possible feedback

connections. For Gold sequences of length N = 2n - 1, the lower bound is approximately

2nJ2 when the values ofN andM are large. This bound is lower by {2 for n odd and by 2

for n even relative to ten) for Gold sequences. Thus Gold codes have a good cross-

correlation function.

Except for the preferred pair of m-sequences, the family of Gold codes defined by

Equation (2.13) have autocorrelation functions which are not two-valued. Hence, the

autocorrelation property of the Gold codes is inferior to that of m-sequences. This

represents an additional "noise" source in the codephase synchronization process.



3. ACQUISITION METHOD REVIEW

Initial acquisition of the code phase is the most difficult operation to be performed

in any spread-spectrum system. Much attention has been paid to the initial acquisition

process during the last decade [17, 18, 19,20,21,22]. A number of acquisition schemes

have been developed and reported in the literature. A common goal of all these schemes

is to locate the correct PN code phase within a reasonably short period of time. In order to

facilitate comparisons among different acquisition schemes, two typical schemes are

introduced first. Two new proposed schemes are discussed later in this Chapter.

3.1 Acquisition Scheme Classification

As illustrated in Figure 3.1, acquisition schemes can be categorized into serial

search and codephase estimation classes. The serial search scheme discussed in Chapter 1

has certain advantages such as its 'simplicity and satisfactory performance in the presence

of strong interference. Major disadvantages of the serial search scheme are that it requires

a long setup time before the communication link is usable due to the "trial and error"

procedure. It does not retain any past received signal after each "trial". On the other hand,

the codephase estimation scheme retains a history of the input signal and can reduce the

acquisition time by using an effective estimation method.
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Figure 3.1 Codephase search schemes

3.1.1 Serial Search Schemes

The block diagram of a typical direct-sequence serial search (SS) scheme is

illustrated in Figure 3.2. In the absence of any a priori information, the codephase

acquisition process starts with an arbitrary code phase. In search mode, the search is

performed by sweeping through all code phases of a PN code cycle, during which the

local PN code phase is adjusted in steps of 1/2 chip, i.e. a cell. A cell is tested over a

dwell time, Td- by correlation with the locally generated PN code. In the serial search,

spread spectrum signal acquisition can be operated at intermediate frequency (IF) prior to

carrier demodulation. If a cell is within ±1/2 chip alignment with the incoming code, most
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Figure 3.2 Direct-sequence serial search scheme

of the energy will be within the passband of the bandpass filter (BPF). On the other hand,

if the cell is more than 112 chip apart from the correct phase, only a small portion of the

energy is passed through the BPF. The output of BPF is brought into an energy detector

which consists of a square law device and an integrate-and-dump filter. The integration

time is equal to the dwell time Td. The integration output is compared with a

predetermined detection threshold and a decision is made at the end of each dwell time. If

the detection threshold is exceeded, the search process enters a verification mode and

then the lock mode. Coarse acquisition is declared once entering into the lock mode. The

next mode is the "fine synchronization" in which the tracking loop is activated.

The serial search scheme operated at IF frequency has tolerance to the carrier

frequency offset (Doppler) to some extent. Larger Doppler offset frequency can be

accommodated by sequentially altering the local oscillator frequency which is used for

down conversion to IF and thus searching over "Doppler frequency bins". Alternately a

bank of BPF filters can be used to cover the Doppler frequency range.
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A baseband version of serial search can be implemented by employing in-phase

and quadratur� phase envelope detectors (I-Q detector). The I-Q correlators perform

cross-correlation between the received spread spectrum signal and a locally generated PN

code for a dwell time Td (Td = MTc seconds). This allows phase uncertainty in the

baseband down conversion. It also allows some Doppler or other frequency offset

provided that'the offset frequency is less than 0.2SMTc [29, 30]. The correlation output is

sampled and-compared with a pre-determined threshold at each dwell time. The search

and correlatioh continues until the correlation output exceeds a decision threshold. The

dwell time ccnild be a multiple of or a portion of the PN code cycle. If a portion of PN

code period is used, the partial correlation between two spreading codes will form an

extra noise source, called "self noise". The search can be accelerated by reducing the

dwell time for cases of larger SNR.

The traditional serial-search strategy includes: straight-line, expanding-window,

Z-search codephase sweeps. The selection of a particular search strategy by the receiver

is very dependent on the available prior information about the uncertainty region, the

statistical quality of the tests and the availability of stepping and rewinding mechanisms.

One can usually optimize the search in accordance with the a priori information

distribution. If the uncertainty region covers the whole code period with a uniform a

priori distribution, it may be appropriate to use the "straight line" serial search. On the

other hand, the a priori distribution is often modeled with a triangular or truncated

Gaussian probability density function. The more sophisticated strategies such as Z-search

or expanding-window search are suitable to applications where it is not feasible to search

the entire code for the long PN code and where a priori information is available.
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3.1.2 Rapid Acquisition by Sequential Estimation (RASE)

Rapid acquisition by sequential estimation (RASE) proposed by Robert B. Ward

[10] is based on a direct sequence estimation. The RASE system as shown in Figure 3.3

estimates the first 15 received chips, loads that estimate into a local PN sequence

generator, and starts operation of the PN code generator and the tracking circuits. At the

same time, a cross-correlation is performed between the input signal and the signal from

the local sequence generator. A statistical decision is made to determine if the incoming

code and the local code are in coarse alignment. If the cross-correlation verifies that a

correct estimate has been made, this codephase will be maintained by a tracking loop. If

the estimate is discarded, a new estimate is made and the process is repeated.

This method is much faster than the serial search method for high SNR and this

is especially true for long PN codes. It can provide a significant reduction of the mean

acquisition time as long as the SNR is not very low. For example, for SNR down to -10

dB, the RASE system greatly reduces acquisition times when compared to the traditional

serial search.

It is important to note that the estimation procedure presumes that the incoming

PN signal is at baseband; additive Gaussian noise is the only interference and baseband

correlation is done. To achieve the stated performance, the implication for direct

sequence PN radio receivers is that coherent carrier phase tracking must be established

before the code acquisition. In its original form, the scheme is extremely vulnerable to

interfering signals and therefore, this scheme is not useful for multiple access or in

tactical radio environments characterized by severe jamming.
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Figure 3.3 A schematic diagram of the RASE acquisition scheme

Other modifications of the original RASE scheme have been made to use the

recursion relation of the PN code to improve the initial n-chip estimate. Pearce and

Ristenblatt [23] suggested a threshold decoding type of estimator similar to that used for

block codes. Kilgus[24] proposed to obtain a number (11) of independent estimates for

each of the n chips and to make a majority logic vote among all 11 estimates to determine

the initial n-chip load of the local shift register. The majority logic acquisition device is

shown in Figure 3.4. These modified RASE schemes provide better performance than the

original RASE but require a significant increase in the amount of logic hardware.
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Another modification of the initial RASE system, the rapid acquisition by

recursion-aided sequential estimation (RARASE), was reported by Ward and Yiu [25] in

1977. In this method, the additional estimated code chips are summed to form a

sync-worthiness indicator (SWI). The SWI is used along with the in-lock indicator to

determine when the n-stage shift register should switch from a reload to a tracking

condition. Compared to the original RASE system which uses only a simple in-lock

detector, the RARASE system achieved an acquisition time reduction by a factor of 7.5

for a PN code of length is - 1. The difference between RARASE and Kilgus' majority

logic detection is that additional estimated PN signal bits are used in RARASE not to

correct the estimate but to determine whether the estimate is likely to be error-free and
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worthwhile for tracking. A high proportion of incorrect initial state estimates can be

discarded with relatively simple logic. The estimates for which tracking is attempted have

a high probability of being correct. Under high SNR conditions, these schemes are faster

than the traditional serial search scheme. As in the basic RASE scheme, the

disadvantages are that codephase estimation is restricted to "baseband" or coherent

systems and the codephase estimate may be corrupted by polarity reversals of the source

data.

3.1.3 Matched Filter Estimation

In the past few years, some compound acquisition schemes were presented in the

literature [26, 27, 28]. An in-phase and quadrature (I-Q) MF scheme was presented by

Polydoros and Weber [29]. This implementation is suitable for SAW or CCD transversal

matched filters which retain a received signal history of length MTc (a short section of

the PN code cycle). Their analysis assumes that no data transitions are present during the

acquisition period and has shown that excessive frequency offset caused by Doppler and

other frequency drifts can result in serious performance degradation when the offset

approaches 0.25/MTc. L. B. Milstein et al. presented a rapid acquisition scheme using a

bank of surface acoustic wave (SAW) convolvers in 1985 [26]. Each SAW device is a

matched filter, matched to a short section of the PN code sequence. The scheme relies on

parallel processing different subsequences of a longer spreading sequence. Processing is

done simultaneously in a bank of N transversal SAW convolvers. As an extension of the

schemes described in [30], which uses one MF only, and in [26] which employs a bank of

SAW convolvers, E. A. Sourour and S. C. Gupta proposed a DS-SS acquisition scheme

that utilizes a bank ofN parallel I-Q noncoherent matched filters [28].
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Most of acquisition schemes presented in literature were assuming that. there is no

data modulation and no Doppler shift on the received signal. In certain applications, such

as the GPS receiver, acquisition in the presence of data modulation and severe Doppler

shift is necessary.

To overcome these problems, four proposed schemes based on the matched filter

acquisition technology are introduced.Jii this study, code phase estimation schemes have

been divided into direct and transition based schemes. The direct estimation schemes can

only be applied to input signals which have been coherently demodulated and have chip

transitions but no data transitions. Transition based code phase estimation schemes can be

used for signals which have data transitions and have a small frequency (or Doppler)

error in demodulation.

The first proposed scheme uses a cyclic accumulated sequence detected by

matched filter (CAlMF) as shown in Figure 3.5. In this particular case, the PN code

length is assumed to be 1023 chips. The received spread spectrum signal is first

accumulated by the 1023-stage cyclic accumulator. This feedback structure linearly

accumulates the received sequence which is then detected by the 1023-tap matched filter

(MF). This accumulation allows noise effects to be reduced by averaging. The output

from the matched filter is then compared with a preset threshold (Vth). This threshold is

one of the most important parameters affecting system performance. When the MF

maximum output is sensed, the local PN code generator begins from its initial state and

the synchronization estimate is complete.

As a result of noise, the threshold device may indicate a false decision which will

result in a false alarm or a recycle. A false reset signal may be produced by the noise to

cause a wrong estimate (false alarm). A true reset signal may be suppressed by the noise

to cause all the code phases to be tested again (recycle). It has been shown in this study
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Figure 3.5 CAIMF scheme block diagram

that this acquisition scheme can be performed at a very low SNR and in most

circumstances, the system can enter the lock state without any false alarm or recycle. A

limitation of the CAIMF is that this scheme can only be applied to the coherent

demodulation and to the case of no data transitions during the estimation time. For proper

operation of the cyclic accumulation, the code period and therefore the chip rate must be

accurately known at the receiver.
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A second proposed scheme uses a cyclic accumulated transition sequence detected

by a matched filter (CATSIMF). The scheme is shown in Figure 3.6.
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Figure 3.6 CATSIMF scheme block diagram

After passing through a transition detector circuit between A and B, it follows the same

estimation procedure as the CAIMF scheme. In the transition detector, the received spread

spectrum signal is first delayed by exactly one chip interval, then the delayed version is

multiplied by the received signal. At high SNR, the product indicates the location of

transitions in the received signal. A positive output indicates no transition while a

negative output indicates a transition in the received signal.
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The operation of transition detector is shown in Figure 3.7 as an example. The 4-

stage shift register generates a maximal-length PN sequence with the period of 15 chips.

The period Te is one chip duration and the period Tm is the PN sequence period which is

equal to 15 Te in this example.
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Figure 3.7 Transition detector

Assuming binary input waveforms, the transition sequence output from the

multiplier will be identical to the X-NOR output. From the waveform shown in Figure

3.7, the invert of transition sequence B is n-chip delayed m-sequence as discussed in

Section 2.2.2. The relationship between the PN sequence X(t) and the transition sequence

B is demonstrated in Figure 3.8.
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The transition detector makes the acquisition process almost insensitive to

polarity reversals of the input data signal and small frequency offsets in the

demodulation. Unfortunately, at low SNR the "squaring" process of the multiplier also

increases the noise power so that the noise rejection capability of CATSIMF scheme is

less than that of CAiMF scheme.

In the above discussion, we considered only the time uncertainty in establishing

initial synchronization. Another aspect of initial synchronization is a frequency

uncertainty. If the transmitter or the receiver are mobile, the relative velocity between

them results in a Doppler frequency shift in the received signal relative to the transmitted

signal. Since the receiver usually does not recognize the relative velocity, the Doppler

frequency shifto becomes unknown. It may be determined by means of a frequency search

method. This problem can also be solved in CATSIMF scheme where the use of a

transition (or differential) detector allows for some carrier offset (Doppler) in the

demodulation. This idea was tested in the laboratory by Derek Thille and Jack Hanson

[31]. Their experimental results are illustrated in Figure 3.9. The experiment was

designed for 5 kHz PN sequence chip rate of length 15, and carrier frequency 30 kHz.

The upper demodulated waveform was obtained from accurate carrier demodulation,

while the bottom one from carrier demodulation with 50 Hz carrier frequency offsets.

With small frequency offsets, the demodulated signal sequence can still be detected by

the transition detector circuit in the CATSIMF acquisition process.
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Figure 3.9 Carrier frequency offsets in demodulation [31]

The demodulation process with carrier and codephase synchronization is illustrated in

Figure 3.10.

The rapid acquisition by an accumulated transition sequence (RAATS) [9] is a

simplified implementation of CATSIMF scheme. Since effective implementation of the

1023-stage accumulator and matched filter structure requires VLSI technology, a simple
10-bit pattern detector was used in the RAATS hardware implementation. In this scheme,

a PN code phase estimate is made by detecting a specific test pattern (lO-bit pattern) in

the averaged transition' sequence. A laboratory prototype of RAATS system was

implemented and tested [11] as experimental verification. A computer simulation was

performed using the same system parameters as the experimental test and good agreement

in synchronization time was obtained. Acquisition performance with the 10-bit pattern

detector was considerably less than that using the full matched filter.
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Both the CAIMF and CATSIMF schemes can also operate without cyclic

accumulation and this forms another two proposed schemes: the MF scheme and the

TSIMF scheme. The pure MF scheme has been reported and analyzed by Polydoros and

Weber [30] but only partial length MF is assumed. The noise tolerance of TSIMF scheme

will be less than that of CATSIMF by taking off the cyclic accumulation structure.
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3.1.4 Acquisition Scheme Summary

Among acquisition techniques, the serial search scheme is the most mature and

popular technique because of its relative simplicity. The intermediate frequency (IF)

.
version of serial search can allow some Doppler shift but at the expense of larger noise

bandwidth. In a baseband version of the SS scheme, a bank of I-Q detectors, each

matched to a different pattern, can be used to accommodate the input data transition and

small Doppler frequency offset. The major disadvantage of serial search is its long

acquisition time.

An alternative to serial search is codephase estimation. Codephase estimation

schemes can be divided into direct estimate and transition based estimate schemes. The

direct estimation schemes can only be applied to input signals which have been

coherently demodulated and have chip transitions but no data transitions. The transition

based codephase estimation schemes can be used for signals which have data transitions

and have a small frequency (or Doppler) error in the demodulation.

The RASE scheme, based on direct "code state" estimation, is a faster scheme than

the traditional serial search for high SNR and long PN signal periods. Unfortunately it is

highly vulnerable to noise and interference signals due to the chip-by-chip based

estimation. Kilgus' [24J majority logic method is able to improve the initial n-chip

estimate by using the recursive relation of the PN code. Both schemes are restricted only

to "baseband" or coherent systems and the estimate can be corrupted by polarity reversals

of the source data.

Direct estimation can be performed using a matched filter or SAW convolver. For

the acquisition scheme using a bank of SAW convolvers [26], the initial acquisition can

be obtained in 2MTc seconds. The advantage of the scheme is that MN phase positions

are examined in 2T seconds (T= MTc). By comparison, the scheme in [29, 30] requires
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MNTc seconds to acquire where MN is the number of chips in the uncertainty region. In a

traditional serial search technique, examining MN phase positions requires at least MNTd

seconds, where Td is the dwell time at each tested code phase. The typical range of Td is

from 200Tc to 300Tc. In both of the above schemes, the length of the matched filters or

the SAW convolvers must be less than a data bit duration. No data modulation and

Doppler frequency are present during the acquisition period.

The cyclic accumulated sequence detected by the matched filter (CAlMF) can be

applied to situations of low SNR. Its limitations are that it can only be applied with

coherent demodulation, that no data transitions can occur during the entire estimation

time and that the code period must be accurately known at the receiver.

The cyclic accumulated transition sequence detected by a matched filter

(CATSIMF) allows the acquisition process insensitive to polarity reversals of the input

data signal and to small frequency offsets in the demodulation. Because the transition

detector "squares" the signal and noise power, the noise rejection capability is worse than

the CAIMF scheme when the pre despreading SNR is less than one (0 dB).

3.2 Implementation Technology

3.2.1 Components in Synchronization Design

Advanced microelectronic VLSI technology allows complex devices to be

implemented at acceptable costs. The important item in a direct-sequence spread

spectrum acquisition system is the implementation of the matched filter. There are three

distinguishable types: correlator, convolver and transversal matched filter.

The correlator as illustrated in Figure 3.11 consists of a multiplier and an

integrate/dump filter. It performs a cross-correlation between the incoming signal's
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spreading code and a reference spreading code. The received signal is multiplied by the

reference code on a chip-by-chip basis and the results are integrated over a dwell time Td.

The output of the integrate and dump filter is sampled at the dwell time and compared

with a threshold to determine if the two codes are synchronized. This process is used for

each code phase test in a serial search. In a typical application, the dwell time is 300 chip

times.

Incoming
J
Td Integrate

de��:::ted -_·r.___o_&_dU_ffi_P___.

Reference

spreading
code

Figure ,3.11 Block diagram of a correlator

A convolver provides the same function as a matched filter. It is a specific

implementation of a transversal matched filter such as SAW convolver. The detailed

discussion of implementation technology is given in next section.

A linear transversal matched filter performs convolution between the incoming

code and the reference code. The incoming code is stored in a shift register or delay line

of the same length as the spreading code period. The locally generated reference

spreading code is stored in another register. A chip-by-chip comparison is made between

the two codes after each new sample of the incoming signal. The individual match

outputs are then summed together. The output of transversal matched filter (TMF)

provides a maximum pulse at a specific code phase of each code period.

The operation of the matched filter is demonstrated in Figure 3.13. The samples in

the delay line are weighted by binary tap gains before the final summation. As illustrated
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at time t2, one cycle of the incoming sequence is aligned with the corresponding tap gains

and the maximum output is generated.

t3 X

t2 X

t1 x

Input

+1

-1

Tap I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I

gains 9Q.,Q",OQQQ,Q,

MF output

Figure 3.12 Matched filter response

The large weighted sum performed by the matched filter significantly reduces the

effect of noise and thus reduces the occurrence of detour and false alarm. The main

benefit of this implementation is the high decision rate. The performance in noisy

conditions compares to a serial correlator [22] with a long effective integration time of

MTc seconds where M = 1023. The matched filter provides an output decision variable

every chip time Tc while the correlator provides an output after every integration time

which is 1023Tc in this case.

Figure 3.14 illustrates two types of matched filters. An analog TMF is illustrated in

Figure 3.14 (a). This can be implemented either with a delay line, or with an analog
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shift register. In a delay line TMF, the incoming signal is stored in a delay line. The two

summers add the energy from the tap locations with + 1 or -1 gain as required to match

the reference code. Either a positive or a negative weight is given to each individual term.

In an analog shift register implementation, each shift register element has a delay equal to

the chip period and each element carries an analog voltage proportional to the received

signal summed over each chip time. The output voltage is the sum of all multiplier

outputs.

To effectively use delay line TMF synchronizers, the delay line must accurately

represent the clock period of the code sequence to be detected. Doppler shift or clock

frequency drift can result in the delay-element periods in the filter to be mismatched with

the incoming signal.

A digital TMF as illustrated in Figure 3.14 (b) can be constructed with a quantized

input signal, a digital shift register and EXCLUSIVE-OR gates in place of the multipliers.

Note that the stored reference sequence is static in comparison with the input shift register

and it is only changed if a different spreading code is to be acquired.

3.2.2 Matched Filter Implementation Technology

There are four major competing technologies for the implementation of the

matched filter. They are: surface acoustic wave transversal matched filters (SAW TMFs),

charge-coupled device transversal matched filters (CCD TMFs), digital TMFs and SAW

monolithic convolvers using acoustoelectric or elastic interactions [8, 33]. The advent of

the surface acoustic wave (SAW) and the charge-coupled device technologies has led to

practical application of transversal matched filters.

The surface acoustic wave device is an analog device which uses the Raleigh

wave propagation on lithium niobate (LiNb03) or quartz crystals [33, 34, 35]. One
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distinct advantage of this technology is its high bandwidth and wide dynamic range

(approaching 100 dB). A representative of SAW transversal MF developed by Hazeltine

Corp. [36] has 128 taps and operates at 12.8 MHz. The length of SAW TMFs is limited

by the material propagation delay variation and by the acceptable loss in the devices

themselves. The longest acoustic wave matched filter found in the literature has a series

cascade of short lines with total length up to 4000 chips [32].

Charge coupled device technology, which is part of the silicon technology

family, was invented in 1969 [40]. The CCD consists of an array of closely spaced

capacitors which uses the semiconductor (silicon) surface to create a potential well. The

CCD signal is the result of charge transfer in the potential well. There are two primary

types of CCD TMFs. One uses a single tapped delay line (TDL) with summing buses and

a switch matrix controlled by digital shift register and latch. The other uses a pipe organ

or wedge delay line CCD configuration. In the latter case, the code pattern is fixed at the

time of manufacture. A typical dynamic range is around 80 dB. Typical CCD TDL

matched filters are the TC1235 and TC1250 devices developed by RCA [37, 38]. CCD

delay line implementation has been used for global positioning system (GPS) receivers.

Charge dispersion and thermal leakage are the main limitations to the effective operation

. ofCCD.

The digital transversal matched filter (DMF) is similar to the CCD TMF. This

technique is used for applications utilizing baseband matched filters. The semiconductor

company TRW has developed two types of 64-stage DMF's: TDC 1004J and TDC 1023J

[39]. Circuit complexity is large and the maximum length of a digital matched filter is

limited by the circuit density of the silicon chip.

The surface acoustic wave (SAW) convolver is illustrated in Figure 3.15. Two

waves enter to the surface wave material from the opposite ends. A time reversed code is

generated as the local reference at the receiver. As two coded signals travel in opposite
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directions in the surface wave device, they generate a correlation peak. The SAW

convolvers are suitable for wide-bandwidth (>50MHz) and short-time-duration «0.2 us)

signals [39]. The main limitations of convolver production are its length and dynamic

range.
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Figure 3.14 A programmable SAW convolver [8]

The SAW matched filter is a mature technology but has not been widely used in

equipment because of the high manufacturing cost, large size, temperature instability and

large insertion loss. The SAW convolver is a new technology with wider bandwidth

capability and it appears to have more potential in commercial applications than the SAW

matched filter [39].

Although CCD TMFs have relatively limited bandwidth, limited dynamic range

and a large amount of required support circuitry, they have more accuracy in propagation

delay. For application at chip rates less than 1.0 MHz, the CCDs or DMF would be a
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recommended selection. This is because the maximum time delay using SAW devices is

limited to approximately 100 Ils whereas the maximum time delay for CCD devices is in

the order of 10-100 ms. Both DMF and CCD implementations can be used up to a chip

rate approximately 25 MHz. For bandwidth between 25 and 100 MHz, the SAW matched

filters are applicable [39, 40] while SAW convolvers are used for the applications with

bandwidth above 100 MHz.



4. SIMULATION OF ACQUISITION SYSTEMS

4.1 Determination of Transition Probabilities

Two statistical parameters have been introduced to evaluate the system performance:

the probability of detection and the probability of false alarm. These statistics plus a system

model are then used to evaluate acquisition time performance. Statistical test systems were

developed and simulated using the SPW software package on a DEC station 5000/125.

4.1.1 Discussion of Transition Probabilities Measurement

In this study, it is assumed that performance degradation is due only to white

Gaussian noise. A detection block diagram for the system is shown in Figure 4.1. The

received signal ret) is the sum of the transmitted signal set) plus the white Gaussian noise

net):

ret) = set) + net). (4.1)
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Figure 4.1 Detection block diagram

The signal bandwidth W is equal to lITc and the sampling rate fs is set at 4W. Hence the

sampling interval is equal to Ts
= Tc/4 where Tc is one PN chip time. There are 4092

56
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samples in each 1023 chip code cycle. After sampling at Ts, the received spread spectrum

signal can be represented by

r(k, m) = s(k, m) + n(k, m) (4.2)

where the k represents the sample index during any PN code cycle (k = 1,2",,4092). It

is assumed that k = ko is the correct codephase although it can have any value in the range 1

to 4092. The index m is the number of PN code cycles (m =1, 2 .... ). The output of the

transition detector is also expressed as

rt (k, m) = St (k, m) + nt (k, m). (4.3)

The output of transition detector, denoted by rt (k, m), is accumulated during each PN code

cycle. The output and the input of the accumulator have the recursive relationship which is

expressed as

{a(k, 1) = 0.1 sdk, 1)

a(k, m) = 0.1 St (k, m) + 0.9 a(k, m-L)
(4.4)

m � 2.

The St (k, m) is the incoming transition sequence. The a(k, m) and a(k, m-I) are the input

and output of accumulator. The noise component which is denoted by z(k, m) as shown in

Figure 4.2 follows the same recursive relationship

{Z(k, 1) = 0.1 ndk, 1)

z(k, m) = 0.1 nt (k, m) + 0.9 z(k, m-l)
(4.5)

m � 2.

.---------<0.91---------.

Delay line (1023 chip times)

a(k, m) + z(k, m) a(k, m-I) + z(k, m-I)

Figure 4.2 Cyclic accumulator
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The matched filter structure is shown in Figure 4.3. The output of the matched filter is

given by

L-l L-l

v(k) = L a(k-n) Cn + L z(k-n) Cn
n=O n=O

(m-l)L < k < mL (4.6)

a(k-n) + z(k-n)
- - - - - - - -_ Z-4

Figure 4.3 Matched filter structure

where L is the number of chips in each PN code cycle. The k changes within one PN code

period, i.e., the m is fixed in this particular discussion. In a tapped delay line

implementation of a matched filter, the tap gains (co, Cl,", CLot) are matched to the

transition sequence of the signal PN code. The length of the delay line is equal to' the PN

code period. In Equation (4.6), the first item is the signal component which may be

represented by f(k) while the second item is the noise component which may be denoted by

y(k). Thus the v(k) can be written as

v(k) = f(k) + y(k) (m-l)L < k < mL. (4.7)

In order to generate the reset signal, the decision is made by comparing the outputs

v(k) to a threshold Vth throughout each code cycle. The decision time is when the

maximum output is generated from the matched filter. This maximum output may exceed

the threshold V th with the probability Pd 1 or may be less than the threshold Vth with the
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probability (I-Pdl) at the true code phase. On the other hand, the matched filter output may

be greater than the threshold Vth with the probability Pfl or less than the threshold Vth with

the probability (I-Pfl) at any false code phase.

Figure 4.4 illustrates the relationship between the detector-threshold setting and the

probability density function ofMF output. The two probability density functions are shown

in the figure. One is the probability density function ofMF output at true code phase, the

other is at false code phase. The E[hkl determines the mean ofMF output random variable

v(k) at the true code phase while the E[gk] is the mean ofMF output random variables v(k)

at any false code phase. Clearly, any matched output at true code phase greater than Vth

triggers the threshold detector and generates the true reset signal, whereas any output

exceeding Vth at any false code phase gives a false alarm.

......

t; "&_---....................-_t__

B u

� o�
:SOB

til

Threshold V th

MF output at
.......---z.--true code phase

�
�--
j;l.j

�MF output at
false code phase

Figure 4.4 Relation of signal and noise with regard to detector-threshold setting
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A low Vth setting will result in high detection probability during the correct

codephase and high false alarm probability during a false codephase. A high Vth setting

will result in low detection probability and low false alarm probability during the

corresponding code phase. The correct codephase is identified by the threshold decision.

The strong noise interference may destroy the correct decision, which cause the false alarm

or the recycle in the acquisition process.

When the probability density function (PDF) of the MF output signal and the

detection threshold are known, the probability of detection and the probability of false

alarm can be determined at a given SNR. The MF output is given by

v(k, m) = f(k, m) +y(k, m) k = 1, 2,··,4092; m = 1, 2, 3, .... (4.8)

The probability of detection is measured at a true code phase where k is equal to ko and it is

given by

Pd = P{v(k, m) > Vth} k= ko. (4.9)

Substituting (4.8) into (4.9), the probability of detection is

Pd = P{y(k, m) > [Vth - f(k, m)]} k e kn, (4.10)

The recursive relations in Equation (4.4) and (4.5) make the mean hk and the deviation (jk

of the random variable v(k, m) stepwise increasing with the accumulated PN code for each

cycle. This periodic step increase in hk and the associated PDF with each accumulated PN

code cycle is illustrated in Figure 4.5. The accumulation process makes the mean hk and the

deviation (jk of the MF output random variable increase with each PN code cycle. If the

threshold testing occurs at the 5th cycle, the PDF P5(V) appears as indicated in the figure.

The effective Vth is set in relation to h5.
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f(k, m)

v(k, m)

Expected output at Matched Filter Output
I

o

I\)

,8
(11

8

Figure 4.5 The illustration of the probability density function of v(k, m)

The expected value of the MF output can be calculated by

Ll
fc(m) = fc(ko, m) = a(ko, m) (L - Gp) St (ko, 1) (4.11)

where the a(ko, m) is obtained from Equation (4.4) and the ko is assumed as the sampling

index at true codephase. The St (ko, 1) is the input of the accumulator when m is equal to 1.

The L is the number of chips in each PN code cycle. The Gp is the processing gain which

is defined as the ratio of PN chip rate and information bit rate. The codephase estimator is

comprised of a transition detector, cyclic accumulator and matched filter which are

illustrated in Figure 4.6. The codephase estimator was connected to the reference channel

and received signal sample s(k, m) were applied. The a(k, m) and f(k, m) are the

accumulator content and the MF output, respectively.
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received

signal
s(k, m

---------------------------------------[

Codephase estimator :
s�m)

I

t ,

a(k, m) f(k, m) I

) 1023 I

Transition r-.--- Cyclic I

-

Detector Accumulator - matched -

filter I
I

Figure 4.6 Block diagram of codephase estimator

Output waveforms from the cyclic accumulator and 1023 matched filter are graphically

shown in Figure 4.7. The accumulator contents is shown in Figure 4.7(a). It appears as a

stepwise shape increasing with each PN code cycle. The maximum MF outputs from

simulation and calculation are illustrated in Figure 4.7(b).

Table 4.1 lists these values from first to sixteenth PN code cycle. The first column

m represents the number of PN code cycles and the second column lists the accumulator

contents a(k, m) which increase at each PN code cycle. The MF output from simulation

fs(k, m) gives a close agreement with the values from the calculation fc(k, m). As listed in

the right column, the differences between simulation and calculation values are not

significant.

The selection of threshold should not exceed the expected output of MF at the

corresponding PN code cycles. The actual threshold setting in the simulation test is

dependent on the accumulated PN code cycles m, the MF output test statistics and the noise

level. For convenient comparison and evaluation, the normalized threshold Vnth was

introduced to present the test results. It is defined as [41]

V h
-
Vth

nt -

ca
(4.12)

where a is the standard deviation of the equivalent input noise. The c is a constant which

is equal to 5.
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2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16

Time and PN code cycle (m)

(a) Accumulator content a(k, m)
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(b) Matched filter outputs f(k, m)

Figure 4.7 Accumulator contents and expected values ofMF outputs
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Table 4.1 Accumulator contents and the expected values ofMF output

PN code cycle Accumulator fs(k, m) fe(k, m) Difference
index (m) content a(k, m) simulation calculation %

1 0.1 99 99.10 0.101

2 0.19 188 188.30 0.159

3 0.271 268 268.60 0.223

4 0.3439 339 340.80 0.528

5 0.4095 405 405.80 0.197

6 0.4686 463 464.40 0.086

7 0.5217 516 517.00 0.193

8 0.5695 564 564.40 0.071

9 0.6126 607 607.10 0.016

10 0.6513 645 645.40 0.062

11 0.6862 679 680.00 0.147

12 0.7176 712 711.10 0.126

13 0.74584 739 739.10 0.014

14 0.77126 764 764.30 0.039

15 0.794134 786 787.00 0.127

16 0.81472 807 807.40 0.050

A closed form expression for the PDF of v(k, m) has not been obtained and thus

the determination of the detection and false alarm probabilities have been determined

through simulation.
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4.2 Simulation Method
.

Performance evaluation is an important aspect in the design of communication

systems. However, except for idealized and sometimes over simplified cases, it is

extremely difficult to evaluate the performance of complex systems using analytical

techniques alone. Computer simulation techniques provide a useful and effective tool for

evaluation of system performance.

The computer-aided techniques for system analysis and design can be classified into

two categories: 1) a formula-based approach in which the computer is used to evaluate

complex formulas to reduce the repetitive work involved in substituting numbers into

formulas; and 2) a simulation-based approach in which the computer is used to simulate the

voltage and current waveforms or signals that flow through the system. The second

approach uses waveform level simulations as the primary analysis tool. It is flexible but it

is expensive in terms of computer time. It was used to model and analyze the

synchronization systems in this project.

4.2.1 Signal Processing WorkSystem (SPW)

The SPW software is a communication system simulation package developed by

Comdisco Systems Inc. which can run on DEC station or SUN-3/4 (SPARC) computers.

This powerful software package can be used to simulate, debug and evaluate digital signal

processing (DSP) systems and communication systems. The SPW software provides

advanced computer-aided engineering tools and a substantial DSP block library. One can

model almost any type of DSP system using the library blocks provided. The software can

be used to simulate the system, revise it, and re-simulate until optimal results are obtained.

Several available SPW options allow automated generation of firmware for DSP processors

and hardware description code for synthesis of application-specific hardware.
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The SPW software provides a complete interactive environment for simulation-

based analysis and design. It consists of modules which support the above functions. The

window manager of the workstation platform divides the SPW into two processes that run

independently: the Block Diagram Editor (BDE) and the Signal Display Editor (SDE). The

SPW environment is shown in Figure 4.8.

BDE

Interactive

Design & Test
Environment

Instrument
Interface
Library

DSP&BOSSM
Function Block Libraries

SDE

f}n n I
uuu

�/\ /\ /\ IV V V

Simulation

Program Builder

!
EXTERNAL
SIGNALS

Code Generation

User Created

Figure 4.8 SPW™ environment [42]

The BDE allows hierarchical block diagrams. A high-level or multi-level block can

be created to represent the group of blocks that perform a specific function. Multiple nested

levels may be used. There is no practical limit to the number of levels that can be used in a

Filter Design
System

Hardware

Design
System

design. A set of commands can be issued to start a simulation run from the BDE after a
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system design. This starts the Simulation Program Builder (SPB) and performs the

simulation of the design. Users typically iterate to refine and complete the design by

examining the simulation results with the Signal Display Editor(SDE), modifying the

design with the BDE and then starting another simulation.

The Simulation Program Builder(SPB) is a software module that operates within

the BDE. The S�:B converts the netlist file into simulation tables used in simulating the

signal processing �ystem. Following the commands entered in the BDE, the SPB produces
�::.

�,; ;

a simulation program from a BDE netlist and executes the simulation program. The entire

function of the designed system is simulated from input to output, producing simulation

results that can be viewed and analyzed in the Signal Display Editor(SDE).

In addition, the SDE has capabilities to perform linear and non-linear signal

processing such as filtering, clipping and quantization and to perform spectral and statistical

analysis of signals to estimate the spectrums and correlations of the signals. System

designs, signal files, functional libraries and simulation procedures are stored in the SPW

database.

The SPW software includes an extensive library of signal processing functions and

interface function blocks. Library blocks are divided into sublibraries related to their

functions such as filter blocks, communication system blocks and signal-processing chip

blocks. The model library can be easily expanded by adding hierarchical and custom-coded

blocks which are created using C or FORTRAN subroutines. One can also call to

FORTRAN or PASCAL code. Special-purpose block libraries are available separately,

such as the Instrument Interface Library used for interfacing the simulator with test and

measurement instruments.

In summary, the capabilities of the SPW include: (1) constructing simulation models

of systems using a hierarchical block diagram approach; (2) configuring and executing time
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domain simulation; (3) viewing �he simulation results using a variety of time domain and

frequency domain plots; (4) performing design iterations; and (5) documenting simulation

models and the results of analysis and design.

4.2.2 Block Diagram for Simulation

Three codephase estimation schemes are studied and simulated in this project. They

are CAlMF, CATSIMF and RAATS. The block diagram of the CATSIMF spread spectrum

scheme is shown in Figure 4.9. As mentioned previously, the CATSIMF scheme used a

1023-chip full sequence matched filter, while the RAATS scheme used only a lO-bit pattern

detector. For the CAiMF scheme, the transition detector circuit (between points A and B)

was not used.

In the CATSIMF scheme, the received spread spectrum signal is first delayed by

exactly one chip time. This delayed version of the received signal is then multiplied by the

received signal. This delay and multiplication portion operates as the transition detector. At

high SNR, the product indicates the location of transitions in the received signal. A positive

output indicates no transition while a negative output indicates a transition in the received

signal.

To reduce the effect of noise on system performance, cyclic averaging is

performed. The transition signal is first entered into a delay line. The output from the delay

line is then fed back and summed with a new transition signal and then fed into the delay

line again. This feedback structure (shown in Figure 4.9) linearly accumulates transition

signals provided that the delay line has a delay equal to the period of the PN code. In the

simulation, the forward coefficient was set to 0.1 and the feedback coefficient was set to

0.9.
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Figure 4.9 A diagram of PN codephase estimator

The accumulated transition sequence is applied to a matched filter with 1023-tap

gains. At the specific time when the received sequence propagates through the shift register
and aligns with the matching taps, a maximum magnitude pulse is generated from the MF.

To detect the reset signal, this pulse is then compared with a threshold V tho This threshold

is one of the most important factors affecting the system performance. The optimum
threshold can be found through the simulation measurement. When this maximum pulse is

identified, the PN code generator at the receiver is restarted from its initial state and

synchronization is complete.
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The spread spectrum synchronization system studied in this project is functionally

divided into separate hierarchical blocks using the SPW Block Diagram Editor (BDE). A

detailed description of the block diagram is presented in Appendix A.

4.2.3 Example for System Simulation

The preliminary test system shown in Figure 4.10 was investigated to verify the

simulation techniques. This test system consists of two subsystems. One tested the

CATSIMF scheme with the spread spectrum signals including data modulation while the

other tested the transition detector and the accumulator with the unmodulated PN code.

Waveforms in the two subsystems were compared.

Transition
Detector

code
Spread
spectrum
modulator

S3 = st(k, m) S4 = a(k, m)
�__�

�-� S5 = f(k, m)
1023Cyclic

Accumulator matched
filtergenerator

Figure 4.10 Preliminary test system

Figure 4.11 shows the simulation results from the preliminary test system. Sl to S5

were obtained from the upper subsystem. S 1 is the transmitted random data and S2 is the

PN code with the period of 1023. The sequence from the transition detector and the

accumulator (after 9 cycles of accumulation) are presented by S3 and S4 respectively. The

single pulse on S5 shows the output of the matched filter at the time of the correct

codephase. The S6 and S7 traces are the results from the second subsystem. It can be seen
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that, by overlaying S6to S7, the accumulated PN transition sequence S7 has the same form

as the PN transition sequence S6.

The transition sequence S3 was only slightly affected by the polarity reversal of the

input random data Sj. This was indicated by the dashed line after overlaying S6 on to S3.

An extra bit-invert at the positions corresponding to the 1/0 and 0/1 changes in the data was

introduced to S3. If the positions of polarity reversal in the input data are randomly

distributed, these extra bit-invert signals may be averaged toward zero after several cycles

of accumulation. Eventually, the accumulated transition sequence S4 provides almost the

same sequence as the accumulated PN transition sequence S7. This was illustrated by

overlaying S6 and S7 on S4. In the CATSIMF scheme, the 1023-tap gains of the matched

filter are constructed by using ±1 tap gains as indicated in PN transition sequence S6.

A similar test was developed for the CAIMF scheme which is illustrated in Figure

4.12. This system includes two channels. One is noiseless channel and the other is noisy

channel interfered by added white Gaussian noise. The output of cyclic accumulator and

matched filter structure were examined with unmodulated PN code. In order to use the

same matched filter tap gains as used for the CATSIMF scheme, the polarity of the received

code

Cyclic
Accumulator

1023
matched
filter

PN

generator Reset

signal

Cyclic
Accumulator

1023
matched
filter r

decision
...___.

Vth

Figure 4.12 Test for CAiMF scheme
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sequence is inverted before accumulation process. The output of cyclic accumulator S I has

the same transition as the PN transition sequence. The relationship between the PN

sequence X(t) and the PN transition sequence B has been demonstrated in Figure 3.7.

Both noiseless and noisy channel outputs are illustrated in Figure 4.13. The outputs
from reference channel are shown in Figure 4.13 (a) and (c). The waveforms of (b) are

measured with the system parameters: SNR = - 20 dB, Vth = 700, while the waveforms of

(d) are obtained at SNR = - 30 dB and Vth = 700 units where the received spread spectrum

signal has ±1 unit amplitude. The accumulator contents increases after each PN code cycle.
The maximum output of the matched filter is obtained at a certain time in each PN code

cycle and this maximum output increases with the PN code cycle. Compared the

waveforms between (b) and (d), the accumulated sequences and the matched filter output

become noisy as system noise power increases. The detection on the case of SNR = -30 dB

is more difficult than that on the SNR = -20 dB case.

Sl
Noiseless

Accumulator

,,,111111111.,,1111111.,,111111 �=�"" oJ 11111111, 11111" 1111111
(a) Reference (c) Reference

S3
Noisy

Accumulator

Vth - S4

o - t H! flU! q J ! ,I 'lU �L " II ! �U Matc�:�ilter
- Vth

-0

(b) SNR = -20 dB (d) SNR = -30 dB

Figure 4.13 SPW outputs view from both reference and signal channels
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However, the matched signals can still be identified after accumulating even more code

cycles. The reset signal can be detected by setting a higher threshold voltage. As a result,

acquisition time is expected to increase as the SNR decreases. Alternatively, a lower

threshold could be used for faster response at high SNR.

4.2.4 Statistical Test System

The Signal Processing WorkSystem (SPW) software package was used to simulate

the CAIMF, CATSIMF and RAATS codephase estimation schemes. The fundamental

parameters to be measured in this acquisition system are the transition probabilities. Monte

Carlo techniques were used to handle random variations in signals. This technique will

work with any system that has an ergodic noise process [43]. The test system is conducted

to perform the same function as the physical system. The simulation continued until enough

samples were accumulated to obtain statistically valid estimates for performance measures.

The test system shown in Figure 4.14 consists of three main components:

transmitter, channel and receiver. The system employed two channels. The reference

channel does not contain any noise while the signal channel has added white Gaussian

noise (AWGN). Two identical code phase estimators were used in each channel.

Data rates and sequence length were chosen to allow direct comparison with

previous work done by F.L.F. Lau [11]. At the transmitter, a 2.4 kbps random data input

was used. The maximal length PN sequence was generated using a 10-bit shift register

operating at 76.8 kHz and the PN code period is 1023 chips. The processing gain is equal

to 32. The sampling frequency in the simulation system was 307.2 kHz (four times the PN

chip rate).
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Figure 4.14 Statistical test system

Signal source produces random signals which is modeled by random data

generators. The signal channel is interfered with added white Gaussian noise. The cyclic

accumulator is cleared up and restart to accumulate the sequence after each reset signal is

detected from signal channel. The matched filter outputs form random variables to be

detected by the decision device. The decision is made for a codephase based on each 4-

sample (one chip) output of matched filter. The estimation for detection probability is based

measured at any false codephase.

on the correct codephase position, while the estimation for false alarm probability is

The noise may produce a false reset signal (false alarm) causing an incorrect code

phase estimate, or it may suppress a true reset signal causing all the code phases to be

tested again (recycle) before an estimate is made. The noiseless simulation is executed and

the decision outputs are recorded and compared with noisy channel outputs.
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Three counters were used for the measurement. The reset signal from the noiseless

reference channel was used to determine the correct reset signal times. These were counted

in counter C2. Counter Cj is the number of correct time detections in the noisy channel.

Note that some of correct times may not be detected in the noisy channel. Counter C3 is the

number of correct time detections plus false time detections in the noisy channel. Not

shown is counter Co which gives the total number of positions tested including both true

and false positions.

The computer simulation was designed to statistically measure the probability of

detection and the probability of false alarm for the reset signal. These probabilities are

calculated as

p _

C1
_

number ofdetected correct times
d1 -

C2
-

number ofcorrect times (4.13)

p _

(C3-C1)
_

number ofdetected false times
/1 -

(Co-C2)
-

number offalse times (4.14)

where Ci denotes the Counter i (i = 0, 1, 2, 3) and the term (C3-Cl) is the number of

detected false times from the signal channel and the term (CO-C2) is the total number of

false times. In the test system, as many as 125,000 measurements were taken for the

estimate of the transition probabilities by setting the number of simulation iterations equal to

500,000. The estimated transition probabilities are used to develop the acquisition time

performance.

Monte Carlo simulations require no a priori information concerning the system

performance or architecture but may require tremendous of computer time to execute. The

simulation time of the test system which is taken by each transition probability

measurement is in the order of ten hours.
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4.3 Transition Probability Results

4.3.1 Simulation Results for the CAIMF Scheme

Simulation results with the CAiMF scheme are illustrated in Figure 4.15. In the

simulated system, the signal to noise ratio is defined as the received signal power divided

by the noise variance. The lowpass filter with 76.8 kHz bandwidth is used before transition

detection and the cyclic accumulation. Transition probability curves are shown as the

function of decision threshold where the threshold was normalized according to Equation

(4.10).

A series of transition probability curves were obtained with SNR ranging from -22

dB to -34 dB. As shown in upper part (a), the probability of detection decreases as the

system noise power increases. At high SNRs, the probability of detection quickly

approaches 1. This can be seen in the cases of SNR equal to -28 dB, -25 dB and -22 dB

where the probability of detection approaches 1 as the normalized threshold decreases from

15 to 3. At larger noise power (and lower SNR), the maximum the detection probability

was found in the normalized threshold range from 10 to 35. For example at SNR = -30 dB,

the maximal probability of detection is about 0.15 when the normalized threshold is 17.

The probability curves of false alarm as a function of normalized threshold are

shown in Figure 4.15(b). The probability of false alarm increases as the system noise

power increases and is very sensitive to the decision threshold. At the given SNR = -22

dB, the probability of false alarm rapidly approaches zero over the threshold change in the

small range from 3 to 9. The probability of false alarm is in the order of 0.0001 at the SNR

between -22 dB and -34 dB range for threshold values which give a reasonable probability

of detection.
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4.3.2 Simulation Results for the CATSIMF Scheme

The CATSIMF scheme was tested using the same system parameters as in the

CAiMF scheme. A series of tests were performed at SNR ranging from -12 dB to -18 dB.

Statistical results from a large number of simulations are shown in Figure 4.16.

Probabilities of detection versus normalized threshold Vnth at different SNR values were

measured and, with similarity to the CAIMF scheme, the probability of detection decreases

as the system noise power increases from a low value. For SNR below -16 dB, the

probability of detection Pdl first increases then decreases as the normalized threshold Vnth

changes from 5 to 22. The maximum value of Pdl could be found at a certain Vnth for each

given value of SNR. At SNR equal to -17 dB, for example, the maximal value of Pdl is

0.18 and occurs at Vnth equal to 10. At high SNRs the probability of detection quickly

approaches 1.

The results for the probability of false alarm are illustrated in the Figure 4.14(b).

The probability of false alarm decreases as the threshold Vnth increases and increases when

the system noise power increases. At SNR in the range of -12 dB to -18 dB, the probability

of false alarm is in the order of 0.0001 for threshold values which give a reasonable

probability of detection.

At negative values of SNR, the CATSIMF scheme effectively squares the system

noise power as a result of using the transition detector circuit. As a consequence, the usable

range of SNR is from -12 dB to -18 dB for the CATSIMF scheme compared with -22 dB

to -34 dB for the CAiMF scheme. By using a transition detector circuit, however, the

CATSIMF scheme is insensitive to polarity reversals of data signal.
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4.3.3 Simulation Results for the RAATS Scheme

The RAATS scheme only used 10-bit pattern detection instead of 1023-stage

matched filter used in the previous two acquisition schemes. The purpose for the simulating

RAA TS scheme is to verify the experimental results obtained from the prototype

implementation by F.L.F.Lau [11]. The comparison will be shown in Chapter 6.

Figure 4.17 shows the statistical test results from acquisition scheme RAATS. The

test system was designed for 2.4 kbps data bit rate and PN code chip rate of 76.8 kHz, i.e.

PN code period Tu was 13.32 ms. The simulation sampling frequency was set at 307.2

kHz. Since codephase detection was performed with a 10 bit pattern detector rather than a

matched filter, a hard limiter prior to the 10 bit pattern detector is used. The threshold (Vtc)

of the hard limiter which is compared with the output of the accumulator is different from

those in the previous two schemes.

A set of transition probability curves were obtained from the simulation at SNR

ranging from -6 dB to -11 dB. The probability of detection decreases as system noise

power increases. The maximum value of detection probability exists with respect to

threshold Vtc in the range from 0.32 to 0.40. The probability of detection is quite low and

in the order of 0.01 even at SNR as high as -6 dB.

The probability curves of false alarm are shown in Figure 4.17(b). As it may been

seen from the curves, the probability of false alarm decreases as the system noise power

decreases and as the threshold voltage increases. Its value is in the order of 0.00003 at

SNR range from -6 dB to -11 dB.
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5. ANALYTICAL MODEL FOR

ACQUISITION SYSTEM

5.1 Analysis Method

Two analytical methods have been used previously to characterize the acquisition

time random variable: the time-domain technique and the transform-domain technique.

The flow graph (or characteristic function) technique is used to model and analyze the

direct sequence acquisition process by Markov chain. It was proposed by Holmes and

Chen [18] and unified by Hopkins [17], and by Polydoros and Weber [29, 30]. By

combining the algebraic characterization of the search with the transform-domain

method, a "direct" approach to obtain the statistics of the acquisition time was presented

by Jovanovic [44] in 1988. He used the binomial approximation for the distribution of the

partial. acquisition time instead of the Gaussian approximation used previously by [45,

46]. A more direct analysis method was presented by Pan, Dodds and Kumar [22,47] in

1989. This method used an extended generalization of Bernoulli trials to obtain the

distribution of acquisition time. A mo�ified flow graph is presented in the paper which

permits the use of a generalized lock strategy and allows the false alarm time to be treated

as a random variable.

The transform-domain techniques is used to analyze the simulated acquisition

system in this study. The matched filter codephase estimation scheme can be

appropriately modeled as the analytical model by Polydoros and Weber's theory [29, 30].

83
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5.2 Performance Evaluation for Acquisition System

The major step for evaluating acquisition time performance is to determine a

suitable flow graph model. The acquisition systems can be modeled as a finite state

Markov chain and solved by the generating function flow graph. The flow graph is

derived from the state transition diagram of the Markov chain. As shown in Appendix D

Figure D.4, the generating function flow graph technique represents precisely the same

Markov chain as the state transition diagram.

5.2.1 Receiver State Machine

The transition between search mode and lock mode is logically controlled by the

receiver's SearchlVerificationILock (SVL) strategy. To assure a good protection against a

very time consuming and costly false-lock activation, the spread spectrum receiver

employs verification logic similar to the one used in [47]. One verification state and two

lock states were used in the acquisition model, whichis illustrated in Figure 5.1 where S ,

V and L denote search mode, verification mode and lock mode, respectively.

Figure 5.1 Finite state machine - SVL strategy
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The SVL strategy begins with search state (S = 00) and then waits for code phase

to be estimated. When the matched filter detects a match in the received sequence, the

local PN code generator is reset to the initial state and the SVL strategy enters the

verification state (V = 10).

In the verification mode (V = 10), the code phase is retested by the tracking loop.

After a dwell time, the integrate-and-dump output is compared with the detection

threshold (Vth2). If the integrate-and-dump output exceeds the detection threshold, i.e. the

code phase estimate passes the test at the verification mode, the SVL strategy enters the

lock mode (L 1 = 11) and synchronization is declared.

While in the verification state (V = 10), if the integrate-and-dump output of the

correlator fails to exceed the detection threshold, the code phase estimate is dismissed as

being incorrect. The SVL strategy clears the accumulator, reenters the search mode,

restarts the accumulation of the transition sequence and waits for a new code phase

estimate. The transition cycle from search mode to verification mode and back to search

mode again is known as a detour.

After the lock mode (L 1 = 11) is entered, the system maintains the alignment. The

algorithm continues performing the test at the L 1 mode and the system maintains the

alignment as long as the test is successful.

If a test fails at anytime, the SVL strategy enters the second lock mode (L2 = 01)

where the code phase estimate will be dismissed if the next test fails. Two successive

misses will thus put the SVL strategy back to search mode again where a new code phase

estimate will be started.

If the code phase estimate passes the test at the L2 mode, then the system reenters

L 1 mode. The transition at an incorrect codephase from S mode to V mode, L 1 mode, L2

mode and back to S mode is known as afalse alarm.
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The acquisition time model is developed in the next section. The acquisition time

performance for the CAlMF, CATSIMF and RAATS estimation schemes with this SVL

strategy are evaluated.

5�2.2 Markov Chain AcquisitionModel

The acquisition system model presented in this section is based on the Polydoros'

theory [29, 30]. The uncertainty region is assumed to be the full code period which is

1O� chips in this study. The dwell time in the search state is represented by 'rdl, and the

corresponding transition probabilities are the probability of detection Pd 1 and the

probability of false alarm Pfl. The verification state uses correlation time 'rd2 with

transition probabilities Pd2 and Pf2. The objective of this section is to calculate mean

acquisition time Tacq from computer simulation results. The expressions of the mean

acquisition time using the detection and false alarm probability pairs (Pdl, Pjj ) and (Pd2,
,

Pf2) are developed for each specific system.

For the matched filter acquisition receiver considered in this study, the code

despreading occurs at the baseband. Coherent demodulation of the RF signal is assumed.

Let the received waveform be

ret) = -{2P d(t) c( t + sTc ) + net) , (5.1)

where the received signal, ret), contains the modulated code with data plus noise; P is the

transmitter signal power; d(t) is the data sequence; c(t+ sT c) is the PN code to be

acquired; and net) is added white Gaussian noise (AWGN) with one-sided power spectral

density No watts per hertz (WlHz).

Under appropriate assumptions, Polydoros' theory [30] can be successfully

applied to each acquisition system in this study. The acquisition system can be modeled

as shown in Figure 5.2, where Hi denotes the hypothesis that the output of matched filter
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is greater than the preset threshold and HO denotes the alternative hypothesis. As

illustrated in the figure,

Ho(z) is gain for any incorrect codephase detection;

HN(Z) is gain for no false alarm occurrence;

HF(Z) is gain for false alarm occurrence;

HDE(Z) is gain for detour process;

HD(Z) is gain for verification of detection;

HM(Z) is gain for missed verification of detection.

In the search state, the uncertainty region is assumed to be the full code period,

Tu- Let M represent the total number of chips in the uncertainty region Tu- and let Tc

denotes the PN code chip period, thus M = Tu/Tc = 1023 chips. Let q represent the

number of positions (cells) to be searched and L\ represents the advancing step size as a

fraction of the chip period. Thus the relationship among the M, q and L\ is q = L\
-1
M.

For each 4-sample shift of the data in the transversal matched filter, there is a decision

made for that codephase based on the output of the matched filter. Therefore, a full-chip

advancing step size (L\= 1) is assumed in the analysis model and the number of cells to

be searched is the total number of chips in one PN cycle.

Figure 5.2 Acquisition system model
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The acquisition process generating function can be written as

00

� � n

Pacq(z) = £..J Pacq(n) z .

n=O
(5.2)

The search process can start at anyone of the q states according to some a priori

distribution n, (i = 1, 2, ...

, q). Pacq(z) can be derived through flow graph reduction

methods [40] or Mason's formula which are reviewed in Appendix D

q
Ho(z) � q-iPacq(z) = q-l £..J 1tiHo (z),

I-HM(z)Ho (Z)i=l
(5.3)

where

Ho(z) = HN(z) + HF(Z) HOE(Z) . (5.4)

If the uniform priori distribution 1ti= l/q is considered, then the generating function for

acquisition process model is

1 Ho(z)(1 - H6(z»
Pacq(z) = -

1
.

q (1 - HM(z)Hri- (z»(1 - HO(z»
(5.5)

It is assumed that the received signal is only interfered with zero-mean white

Gaussian noise (AWGN). For a code with very long period, successive chip values can be

considered approximately to be independent and ± l-valued random variables. The

following assumptions are adopted in the acquisition system analysis: (1) the successive

decisions for the false codephase are assumed to be statistically independent and tests

under true codephase are also assumed to be statistically independent; (2) the correlation

of the received sequence and local code yields zero when they are not in phase since the

transversal MF length is large; (3) the uncertainty region is the full code length M and a

full-chip advancing step-size (d= 1) is assumed.
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Assuming no false alarm, the false codephase are rejected at the high decision rate

which is the PN code chip rate (UTe). A detection decision for false codephase results in

immediate test cell advance. If any false codephase is mistakenly accepted, the local PN

code generator is set to the corresponding codephase and the system enters verification

state. The correlation time ( 't'd2) in verification mode must be selected as multiple lengths

of PN code cycle to give a low probability of false alarm without an excessive increase in

search time. Assuming that the delays in the first and second dwells are denoted by 't'dl

and 't'd2, respectively, then 't'dl= �Te and 't'd2 = K't'dl where the K is a factor used as the

verification parameter. Under the previous assumption, the system can be appropriately

described by a flow-graph diagram as Figure 5.3. The total number of states is q= �-l M.

Two probability pairs, (Pdt. Pfl) and (Pd2, Pf2), denote the detection and false-alarm

probability pairs for the search logic state and the verification state, respectively.

True
Lock

N
"0
I:->
N
N
-
a.

Figure 5.3 Flow graph for acquisition process
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From flow-graph reduction analysis for Figure 5.3 and Equation (5.4), the

generating functions are given by

H () P P (rdl + rd2)
D Z = dl d2 Z

t (t +r )
HM(Z) = (I-Pdl) Z dl+ Pdl(1-Pd2) Z dl d2 (5.6)

r r
HoCz) = (l-Pn)z dl+ Pn z d1HDE(Z)

where HDE(Z) is the gain of the detour process. This detour process shown in Figure 5.4

may include the verification mode or both the verification mode and lock mode. Using

Mason's formula in the detour process flow graph, the generating function of detour

process is found to be

(5.7)

N
"C
�
N
N
-

Q..

o

Figure 5.4 Detour process flow graph
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5.2.3 Acquisition Time Evaluation

The acquisition time is an important measure for evaluation of a spread spectrum

acquisition system. The mean acquisition time is developed as below. From Equations

(D.9) and (D.lO) in appendix D, the mean and variance of the acquisition time can be

expressed as

dPacg(z)ITacq
=

dz z=1' (5.8)

and

{T } - [d2paCq(z) dPacq(z) [dPacg(1)Flvar acq
-

dz2
+

dz
-

dz J =1' (5.9)

By differentiating for Equation (5.5) and evaluating the first derivative of the generating

function at z = 1 and Ho( 1) = 1, the mean acquisition time can be obtained by

- 1 [, I I

(H0(1»)]Tacq = Ho(1) Ho(1)+HM(1)+(q-1)H<i1) 1--2- . (5.10)

By substituting 'rd2 = K'rdl and Equation (5.7) into Equation (5.6) , then

(K+l)Ho(z) = Pd1 Pd2 z

(x-t)HM(Z) = (1-Pd1) z+ Pdl(1-Pd2) z
(5.11)

[
2 3K

JK Pf2(1-Pf2) z
Ho(z) = (l-Pn) z+ Pn z (l-Pf2) z +

2K K'
(l-Pf2(l-Pf2) z -Pf2z)

Using Equation (5.10) and (5.11) and evaluating at Z= 1 results in the mean acquisition

time which is developed in Appendix D,

- 'rdl { [ KPnpf22(2Pf2-3)} PdlPd2}Tacq
=

PdlPd2 1+KPd1+(q-1) 1+KPn+2KPnPf2- (l-Pf2)2
1-

2 ). (5.12)
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By evaluating the first derivative of Equation (5.7) at z = 1, the mean of detour time is

found to be

(5.13)

In this simulation, there was one test per chip (�= 1) and the dwell time 'rdl in

search mode is considered to be Te. The transition probabilities Pdl and Pfl were

determined statistically from the computer simulation data. The verification state is

identical and uses correlation time 'rd2 with detection probabilities Pd2 and Pf2.

The acquisition process model studied in this thesis differs from Pan's model [22]

in two ways. In this work, the search dwell time 'rdl is very short and there is only two

lock states instead of three. The verification state is identical. The number of lock states

has little affect on the acquisition time [22].



6. ACQUISITION TIME RESULTS

Computer simulation of the proposed codephase acquisition schemes was

performed with the SPW software running on a DEC station-50001125. Values of

detection probability Pdl, and false alarm probability Pn were obtained from the average

of 500,000 measurements. These probabilities were used in conjunction with an

analytical model of the system to assess the acquisition time performance. Results show

the dependence of the mean acquisition time on system parameters such as the signal-to

noise (SNR) and the matched filter decision threshold setting. System optimization was

based on minimizing the mean acquisition time.

6.1 Results for Cyclic Accumulated Sequence Detected by Matched

Filter

Mean acquisition times determined for the CAIMF scheme are shown in Figure

6.1. The x-axis presents the normalized threshold which was normalized according to

Equation (4.12). The y-axis presents the mean acquisition time in units of the PN code

chip period.

The mean acquisition time is a function of both SNR and normalized threshold. It

increases as the noise power increases. At -22 dB SNR, the minimum mean acquisition

time is about 2,000 chip periods which occurs at Vnth equal to 5, while the minimum

mean acquisition time increases to 15,000 chip periods at Vnth equal to 28 for -34 dB

SNR.
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For each given SNR, the minimum mean acquisition time occurs at a specific

decision threshold which is known as the optimum threshold Voth- By connecting those

lowest points of the family curves in Figure 6.1, the optimum threshold Voth can be

obtained as a function of SNR which is shown in Figure 6.2. The optimum threshold can

be expressed as the second order polynomial form by regression:

2
Voth = 47.639 + 4.3209 (SNR) + 0.11027 (SNR) . (6.1)

where the R presents the regression degree. This second order approximation was found

by regression in which R2 = 0.993. The polynomial gives 99.3% agreement with the

calculated values. This relationship provides a useful tool in an acquisition system design.
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6.2 Results of Cyclic Accumulated Transition Sequence by Matched
Filter

The mean acquisition time results using the CATSIMF scheme are shown in Figure

6.3. As in the CAIMF scheme, the mean acquisition time is a function of both SNR and

normalized threshold. As can be seen in the figure, at -12 dB SNR, the minimum mean

acquisition time is about 2,000 chip periods when the Vnth is set to 4. For the SNR equal

to -18 dB, the minimum mean acquisition time is 11,000 chip periods which occurs at

Vnth equal to 17.
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For a given SNR, the curves show a clear optimal threshold at which the minimum

acquisition time (racq) exits. Using the same method, the relationship between the

optimal threshold and SNR is demonstrated in Figure 6.4. It can be seen that the optimum
threshold appears to have a linear relationship with the SNR in decibels and can be

expressed by

Voth = -2.1216 SNR - 21.875. (6.2)

This linear approximation gives 100% agreement with the calculated curve where the

regression degree (R2) is equal to 1.0.
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6.3 Results of Rapid Acquisition by Accumulation of Transition

Sequence

The RAATS scheme used lO-bit pattern detector (P = 10) instead of 1023-stage
matched filter (M = 1023) in the previous two schemes. The accumulator output is

compared with the detection threshold V tc to produce the threshold measurement. The

mean acquisition time as a function of the threshold with the RAATS scheme is shown in

Figure 6.5. The mean acquisition time increases as the system noise power increases. At

each given SNR, an optimum threshold which minimizes the mean acquisition time can

be identified. As the SNR changes from -6 dB to -11 dB, the optimal threshold with the

minimum mean acquisition time is always located in the range between 0.32 to 0.40.
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6.4 Comparison and Discussion

6.4.1 Comparison for Five Acquisition Schemes

Comparisons of acquisition times with the five acquisition schemes: SS, RASE,

CAlMF, CATSIMF and RAATS are shown in Figure 6.6. The y-axis on the left is scaled

by the PN chip period and the right side is in units of the l023-chip code cycle. The

horizontal axis is SNR in decibels.

The serial search scheme is represented by curve (1) in the figure. The mean

acquisition times (facq) were calculated from analytical results [47]. A 1.228 MHz PN

code rate and 1023-chip length of PN code sequence were assumed in the calculation of

the plotted points. It was also assumed that the correlation time equals one PN code
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period and therefore the correlation length C equals 1023 chips in the calculation. The

system specification used were: Tdl = 0.833 ms, Td2 = 5Tdl = 4.17 ms, q = 2046 (which

means that PN code of length 1023-chip is searched in 112 chip increments), the time

bandwidth product BTd 1 = 100 and the transition probabilities P f1 = 0.01 and Pf2 = 0.5.

F.L.F.Lau [ll]·in 1991. The 10-bit pattern detector, which is denoted by P, was used to

The experimental implementation with the RAATS scheme was tested by
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... obtain threshold decision output. This laboratory prototype was designed for 2400 bps

input data and 76.8 kHz chip rate (PN code period Tu = 13.32 ms). The simulation used

the same parameters to facilitate comparison. His experimental results (2) are compared

with simulation results (3) in Figure 6.6. The comparison shows a reasonably close

agreement. At -8 dB SNR, the results from both simulation and experiment gave T acq in

the order of 105 chip periods.

Ward [10] reported his analytical results with the RASE scheme. His analytical

and his experimental results (curve (4) in the figure) show close agreement. His system

was designed for 1.5 Mcps PN chip rate and PN sequence length of i5 - 1 = 32767,

which gives the PN code period of 22 ms.

The simulation results with CATSIMF and CAIMF schemes from this study are

illustrated for comparison with other schemes. The results show that with the CAIMF

scheme, the system can operate under higher noise conditions than with the CATSIMF

scheme. In the present simulation, the SNR ranges were from -22 dB to -34 dB with the

CAIMF scheme and from -12 dB to -18 dB for the CATSIMF scheme.

The mean acquisition times under optimal thresholds with both CAIMF and

CATSIMF are related to the SNR. Even for an optimized system, a minimal permissible

input SNR exists, below which the system rapidly deteriorates. This critical point is -20

dB for the CATSIMF scheme and approximately -36 dB for the CAIMF scheme.

As introduced in Chapter 3, performance of a noncoherent matched filter (MF) in

the spread spectrum code synchronization was evaluated by Polydoros and Weber [29,

30]. The analysis was applied to the system with code rate 512 kHz and code period of

215 - 1 = 32767, which gives the PN code period of 64 ms. Their results showed that

acquisition time performance rapidly deteriorates when the predetection SNR is below a

critical point. For their system, the critical point is -22 dB when the matched filter length
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(M) is selected to be 1024. Comparison shows that the direct estimation schemes (MF

and CAlMF) have more tolerance for noise than transition based acquisition schemes

(CATS/MF). Approximately 10 dB noise tolerance is lost by introducing the transition

detector. The cyclic feedback structure of accumulation and full PN period length MF

allow for 14 dB lower input SNR when compared with the pure matched filter (MF)

scheme [30].

As shown in the figure, the minimum mean acquisition approaches to two PN

code cycles when the system SNR is larger than -8 dB for the CATSIMF and better than

-16 dB for the CAIMF scheme. This can be confirmed using Equation (5.12) and the

simulation results of the probability of detection and false alarm. At the condition of low

noise power, it is assumed that the acquisition process enters the lock state with the

certain acceptance as well as no false alarm. By substituting Pdl = Pd2 = 1 and Pn = 0

into Equation (5.12), it gives
- (q + 1)Tacq

= [ 2 't'dl + 't'd2 ] (6.3)

The mean acquisition time in this situation is approximately equal to 1.75 code cycles.

Compared to the results with other schemes, the acquisition time performance

with the CAiMF or CATSIMF scheme is significantly better. Compared to the traditional

SS scheme, the results show 20 dB improvement with the CATSIMF scheme and 30 dB

improvement with the CAiMF scheme. Compared with the RASE scheme, the results

show 10 dB improvement with CATS/MF and 20 dB improvement with the CAiMF.

Results show speed improvement approaching 1000 when compared with SS

scheme and 100 when compared with RASE scheme. Results indicate that both proposed

schemes will achieve much better acquisition time performance than previously reported

methods.
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The utilization of cyclic accumulator and matched filter in both CAlMF and

CATSIMF schemes significantly reduced the occurrence of detour and false alarm. In the

tolerable signal-to-noise ratio range, the system entered true lock state without any false

alarm or recycles. Acquisition can be performed quickly and reliably at low SNR.

6.4.2 Discussion of the Verification Threshold

The results shown in the previous section illustrate that the mean acquisition time

is dependent on SNR and the decision threshold. A low detection threshold is needed for

reliable detection of the true code phase, however, it allows too many false "reset"

signals. These tend to keep the decision device "busy" which results in longer acquisition

time. The optimum threshold changes with the system SNR.

The results indicate that the acquisition time with both CAiMF and CATSIMF

schemes is sensitive to the actual threshold (Vth) in the search state. With the CAiMF

scheme, the optimum threshold (Voth) and the system SNR are nonlinearly related while

with the CATSIMF scheme, they are linearly related. This dynamic relationship are

expected to be controlled by the automatic gain control (AGC) circuit in the hardware

implementation. Such a designed acquisition system can achieve better acquisition time

performance.

As analyzed in Chapter 5, the calculation of acquisition time is mainly based on

the initial estimation parameters (Pdl, Pn) and the verification parameters (Pd2, Pf2).

With CATSIMF scheme, the different sets of verification parameters were used in the

calculation for the comparison purpose. The threshold Vth2 in the verification logic was

set to 1.02 and 1.07 respectively which are lower and higher than the value of 1.035 in

Figure 6.3. The two pairs of corresponding verification parameter (Pd2, Pf2) were
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substituted into the analytical equation (5.23): (1) (0.99975,0.17006) and (2) (0.91455,

0.00023267). The acquisition time results are shown in Figure 6.7.

Comparing the curves in Figure 6.3 and Figure 6.7, it is difficult to identify any

difference in the acquisition time for a given SNR among three sets of verification

parameters. At -12 dB SNR, the minimum acquisition time is 2056 when the verification

parameter is selected to (0.99975, 0.17006) and 2146 when selected to (0.91455,

0.00023267). The results indicate that the verification parameters have little effect on the

acquisition time.

In this project, a study on the codephase estimation acquisition system was

conducted and computer-aided simulation with SPW software was performed. Some

approximation and assumptions were made to evaluate the mean acquisition time. The

results presented in this chapter provide a useful estimate of acquisition time for the

codephase estimation acquisition system.
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7. CONCLUSION

In spread spectrum systems, PN code phase synchronization includes two steps:

acquisition and tracking. Acquisition schemes can be classified as serial search and

codephase estimation. The work presented in this thesis is focused on codephase

estimation. Two proposed schemes were studied and evaluated. Acquisition time results

were compared with the results from conventional serial search and other previously

reported schemes.

The simulation system was designed for a baseband modulation system where a

PN code was directly modulated only by a random input data signal. The channel

between transmitter and receiver was assumed to have added white Gaussian noise

interference. The spread spectrum modem system and proposed synchronization schemes

are modeled and simulated using SPW simulation tools. The test system was designed to

measure the transition probability using matched filter with the spreading code as a

reference. The CAIMF scheme was modeled with no data modulation while the CATSIMF

and RAATS schemes were tested with 2.4 kbps data modulation.

The matched filter and cyclic accumulation schemes retain a history of the input

signal, which provides a decision rate in the order of the PN chip rate. Thus, the search

time is greatly reduced by using a high decision rate. Incorrect codephase estimates are

rejected every L1Tc seconds. When compared to the traditional serial search which used

the correlatorlsquare law detector, the proposed schemes will give a acquisition speed

improvement exceeding 1000.
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By utilization of the transversal matched filter with. full PN code period length,

the sufficiently high SNR at the MF output is provided for each decision. The self noise

caused by the PN code partial correlation can be avoided by using the full length MF.

When compared with the partial length matched filter (MF) scheme [30], the full length

MF and cyclic accumulation structure allows for 14 dB lower SNR.

The results indicate that the mean acquisition time is a function of both system

SNR and decision threshold. At a given SNR, a minimum mean acquisition time can be

identified and the corresponding optimum threshold can be determined for each given

SNR. The optimal threshold increases with decreasing of SNR. This relationship is

significant and provides a useful tool in an acquisition system design.

Compared with the traditional SS scheme, both proposed schemes greatly

improved acquisition time. The utilization of a cyclic accumulator and a matched filter in

both CAiMF and CATSIMF schemes allows the acquisition process to operate with very

low SNR and to enter the lock state without any detour or false alarm in most cases. The

use of the transition detector circuit in the CATSIMF scheme allows for some carrier

offset (Doppler) and data transitions in the received sequence. Approximately 10 dB

noise tolerance is lost by introducing the transition detector. The CAiMF scheme requires

coherent demodulation and no data transitions during the search time. Both schemes

require accurate knowledge of the chip rate and the PN code period. To increase the

accuracy of decision in the verification mode, the dwell time 'rd2 must be a multiple of

the PN code period.

With today's advanced technology in VLSI, codephase estimation acquisition

schemes could become an attractive option for spread spectrum communication systems.

These new acquisition methods are attractive for communication system which require

rapid start up. Application areas include cordless telephones, cellular radio and GPS

satellite systems.
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Future work in this project area might include other pseudonoise binary sequence

such as Gold codes or Kasami codes used for the CDMA spread spectrum

communications. This work was using m-sequence of 1023-chip period which was

generated by a PN generator with (3, 10) taps. Multiusers and Rayleigh fading channel

can be considered to model the multipath channel. Doppler and other frequency offset

effects should be taken into account to make the acquisition system simulation reflect

actual system operation. Transition based estimation techniques can be used with small

Doppler offset but at the expense of less SNR tolerance. For operation with Doppler

offset, further study on a segmented matched filter without cyclic accumulation is being

conducted by Thille at TRLabs [31].

The sequence estimation scheme with full length matched filter achieves good

acquisition time performance, but current VLSI technique limits the length of matched

filter. The partial length matched filter would be the practical choice for implementation.

The verification circuit employed the correlatorlsquare law detector with long term

correlation time in this study. The code synchronization can also be verified by the same

matched filter by setting the advancing clock mechanism on the local reference code.

Finally, further work could be analytical prediction of transition probabilities (Pd

and Pj) using the cyclic accumulator. The cyclic accumulation process makes the mean

and variance of random variable at MF output increase with each PN code cycle.

Measurements in terms of system simulation can only provide the approximate results for

transition probabilities. The analysis of transition probabilities for matched filter alone are

the same as for correlator.
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APPENDIX A

SPW SIMULATION SYSTEMS AND

DETAIL BLOCK DIAGRAMS

The spread spectrum synchronization systems including modulator, demodulator

and communication channel are described in a hierarchical block diagram using the SPW

Block Diagram Editor (BDE). The block diagrams of complex systems are constructed

with three basic models from bottom up. The highest-level block is a "symbol" model and

the next-lower level representation is a "detail" model. The symbols in the detail model,

in turn, are sometimes linked to even lower-level detail models. At the lowest level are

the "parameter" models which contain only a parameter screen.

The statistical test system shown in Fig. 4.14 is functionally divided into separate

hierarchical blocks. The simulation system is constructed with the following symbol

models: a) spread spectrum signal transmitter; b) two code phase estimators at the

receiver; c) adjustable delay block; d) counter 1 to counter 3. The detail level models

further consist of the following main symbol models: a) transition detector; b)

accumulator; c) 1023-stage matched filter or 10-bit pattern detector; d) threshold

comparison device. The system schematics for each of three estimation schemes: CAlMF,

CATSIMFand RAATS are attached as follow. These schematics have been drawn by the

SPW software and handwritten notes have been added to aid understanding.
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APPENDIXB

CUSTOM CODING FORMATCHED FILTER

As introduced in Chapter 4, a custom-coded model can be created in a C

subroutine when the function can not be implemented by the library models. This

custom-coded block is stored in the design database as user-coded library model and is

used to simulate system or build other models.

The I023-stage matched filter used in the simulation system is constructed in two

different ways. One is built up by using delay unit models in the library. The other is

coded in C language which forms a custom-coded block. Both are tested in the designed

simulation system. When compared with using the library block, 8 hours of computer

time is saved by utilizing the custom-coded block for each transition probability

measurement. The C source codes for the I023-stage matched filter are listed as

following. The system used to test this custom-coded block and test outputs are also

shown.
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#include "FBCDEFS.h"
#define MF_STAGE 1023
#define TF 4

/* No. of stages */
/* Sampling Rate */

/*
*

*

*

*

*

Block Function: rnatch_cc
Library: raat29
Date: Sat Oct 30 14:07:15 1993

*/

1********************************************************************//* */
/* EDITABLE USER DEFINED STATE STRUCTURE *//* --> STRUCT St_match_cc_raat29/* */
/********************************************************************/
/*
*

State Structure (User Defined, editable)*/
STRUCT St match_cc_raat29

int instance;
} ;

/********************************************************************//*
*//* UNEDITABLE SIMULATOR DEFINED STRUCTURES *//* --> STRUCT Pt_match_cc_raat29/* --> STRUCT It_match_cc_raat29/* ---> STRUCT Ot_match_cc_raat29/*
*/

/********************************************************************//*
*

Parameter Structure, Simulator Defined, uneditable*/
STRUCT pt_match_cc_raat29 {

double initial_value;
} ;

/*
*

Input Structure, Simulator Defined, uneditable*/
STRUCT It_match_cc_raat29 {

double *in_mf;
} ;

/*
*

Output Structure, Simulator Defined, uneditable*/
STRUCT Ot_match_cc_raat29

double out_sum;
} ;

/********************************************************************//*
*//* The following #defines may be used to shorten *//* references to members of the above structures. *//*
*/

/********************************************************************/#define P_initial_value (spb_parrn->initial_value)#define I_in_mf (*spb_input->in_mf)
#define O_out_sum (spb_output->out_sum)
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1* --------->

1********************************************************************/1*
*11* The following coefficients are 1023 tap gains of *11* matched filter structures. *11*
*11********************************************************************/static int c [MF_STAGE) ={

1* 01, 02, 03, 04, 05, 06, 07, 08, 09, 10. 11. 12. 13. 14. 15. 16 *11. 1, 1, 1, 1. -1, -1, 1, -1. -1. 1, 1. -1. -1, 1. 1* row 01 *11, 1. 1, -1, 1, -1, 1, -1, -1, 1, -1, 1, -1, -1, -1, 1, 1* row 02 *11. 1, -1, -1, 1, -1, -1, -1, -1, -1, -1, 1, 1, 1, -1, 1, 1* row 03 *11. 1, -1, -1, -1. -1, 1, 1. -1, -1. -1. -1. 1, -1, -1. 1, 1* row 04 *1-1. -1, 1. -1. 1, 1, 1, 1. 1, 1, 1. -1, 1, -1, 1, 1, 1* row 05 *11. 1. -1, 1, -1. -1, 1, -1. 1, -1, 1. -1. 1, 1, 1, -1, 1* row 06 *1-1, -1, -1. -1, 1, -1. -1, -1, -1. 1, 1. -1, 1, 1, -1, 1, 1* row 07 *1-1, -1, 1, 1, 1, 1. 1, -1. 1. 1, -1, -1, 1. 1. -1, 1, 1* row 08 *11, 1, -1, 1, -1, 1. 1. 1. -1. -1, 1, -1. -1. 1, -1. -1, 1* row 09 *1-1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1. 1, -1, -1, -1, -1. 1, 1. 1, -1, -1, 1* row 10 *1
-1, 1, -1, -1, -1, -1. -1, -1. -1, 1, 1, -1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1* row 11 *1-1, -1, 1, 1. 1, -1. 1, -1, -1, 1. -1, -1, -1. 1. -1, -1. 1* row 12 *11, 1, 1, -1, -1, 1, -1, 1, -1, 1, -1, -1, 1, 1. -1, -1, 1* row -13 *1-1, -1, 1, 1, -1, 1, -1, -1, 1, -1, -1, 1, 1, -1, 1, 1, 1* row 14 *11, 1, 1, -1, 1, 1, 1, -1, 1, 1, -1, 1, 1, -1, -1, 1, 1* row 15 *11, 1, 1, 1, 1, -1, 1, -1, -1, 1, 1, 1, -1, 1, -1, 1, 1* row 16 *11. -1, -1, -1, 1. -1, -1, 1, 1, -1, -1, -1, 1, 1. 1, -1, 1* row 17 *11, -1, -1, -1, -1, -1, -1, 1, -1, 1, -1, 1, 1. 1. -1, 1, 1* row 18 *1-1, -1, -1, 1, -1. -1, 1, -1, 1, -1, -1, 1, 1, 1, 1, -1, 1* row 19 *1-1, 1, 1, -1, -1, 1, -1, -1, 1, -1, 1, -1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1* row 20 *1

1, -1. -1, -1, 1, -1, 1, 1, -1, -1, -1, -1, 1, -1. 1. 1, 1* row 21 *1-1. -=1, 1, .,..1,
-

1, -1, 1, 1, -1, 1, 1, -1, -1, -1, 1, 1, 1* row 22 *11. 1, 1, -1, -1, -1, -1, -1, 1, 1, -1, -1, -1, 1, 1, -1, 1* row 23 *1-1. 1, -1, -1, -1, -1, 1, -1, 1, 1, 1, -1, 1, -1, 1, -1, 1* row 24 *11. -1, -1, 1, -1, -1, -1, -1, -1, 1, 1, 1. 1, -1. 1, 1, 1* row 25 *1-1. -1, -1, 1, -1, 1, 1, 1, -1, -1, -1, 1, -1, 1, -1, -1, 1* row 26 *1-1. -1, -1, 1, -1, -1, 1, -1, 1. 1, -1, 1, 1. 1. 1. -1, 1* row 27 *11, 1, 1, 1, -1. 1, -1, 1, 1, -1, 1, -1, 1, -1, -1, 1, 1* row 28 *11, 1, -1, -1, -1, 1, 1, -1, -1, -1, -1, -1, -1. -1, 1, -1, 1* row 29 *1-1, 1, 1, 1, 1, -1, 1, 1, 1, -1, -1, 1, -1. 1, 1, -1, 1* row 30 *1

-1, -1, 1, 1, -1, 1, 1, -1, -1, -1, -1, 1, 1, 1. 1, -1, 1* row 31 *1-1, 1, -1, -1, -1, 1, -1, -1, 1, 1, 1, -1, -1, 1. 1. 1, 1* row 32 *1-1, -1, -1, -1, 1, -1� -1, -1, -1, -1, 1, -1. 1. 1, -1, 1. 1* row 33 *11, -1, 1, -I, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, -1, -1, 1, -1, 1, 1, 1* row 34 *11, -1, -1, 1, 1, -1, 1, -1, -1, -1, 1, -1, 1, 1, -1, 1, 1* row 35 *1-1, -1, 1, -1, 1, 1, 1, -1, 1, 1, 1, -1, 1, -1, -1, 1, 1* row 36 *11, -1, -1, 1, -1, 1, 1, -1, 1, -1. 1, 1, -1, 1. 1, 1, 1* row 37 *1-1, -1. 1, 1, 1, 1. -1, -1, -1, 1, -1, -1, 1, -1. -1, -1, 1* row 38 *1-1, 1. 1, 1, 1, 1, -1, 1, -1, -1. -1, 1, 1, -1, 1, -1, 1* row 39 *11, -1, -1, -1, 1, 1, -1, -1, -1, 1, -1, -1, -1, 1, -1, -1, 1* row 40 *1
-1, 1, 1, -1, -1, 1, 1, -1. -1, -1, 1. -1. 1. -1. 1. -1. 1* row 41 *1-1, -1, 1, -1, -I, -1, -1, 1, -1. -1. 1. 1, -1, 1, -1, 1. 1* row 42 *11, 1, -1, 1. 1. -1. -1, 1, -1, -1. 1. 1, 1, -1. 1, 1, 1* row 43 *11. 1. -1, -1. -1. 1. 1, -1. 1, -1, -1, -1, -1, -1. 1. 1, 1* row 44 *1-1. 1, -I, 1, 1. -1. -1, 1. 1, -1, -1, 1. 1. -1. 1. -1, 1* row 45 *11. -1, 1, -1, 1. 1. -1, -1. -1, -1. -1. -1, 1, 1. -1, -1, 1* row 46 *11, I, 1, -1. -1, 1, -1, 1, -1, -1, -1, -1, 1. 1. -1. -1, 1* row 47 *11, -1, 1. -1. -1. 1, -1, 1. 1, -1, -1, 1, 1, 1. -1. 1, 1* row 48 *11. -1, 1. -1. -1, -1. 1, 1. 1. 1. -1. 1. -1. -1. -1. -1. 1* row 49 *11. -1. 1. -1, 1. -1. 1, -1, 1, -1, -1, -1, -1, -1, -1. -1, 1* row 50 *1
-1, 1, -1, 1, 1. 1, 1. 1, -1, 1, -1. 1, -1, 1. 1, -1, 1* row 51 *11. -1, -1. -1, -1, 1. 1, 1, -1, 1. -1. 1. -1. -1. -1, -1, 1* row 52 *1
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1, -1, -I, -I, I, -I, I, -I, I, I, -I, -I, 1, -1, -I, -I, /* row 53 */1, I, -I, I, I, 1, -I, -1, -1, 1, I, I, -I, -I, -I, -I, /* row 54 */-I, -I, -I, -I, -I, -I, 1, I, I, I, I, I, I, -I, -I, -1, /* row 55 */I, I, 1, 1, -1, -1, -1, -1, -1, -I, 1, -1, -1, -I, I, I, /* row 56 */1, -I, I, I, -I, -I, -I, -I, -I, I, I, I, -I, -I, 1, I, /* row 57 */-1, -I, -I, -1, -I, I, -I, I, -I, -I, 1, I, -I, I, -I, -1, /* row 58 */1, 1, -1, 1, 1, -I, 1, 1, -1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, I, I, /* row 59 */1, 1, -1, 1, I, I, I, I, 1, -I, I, I, -I, I, 1, I, /* row 60 */
-1, I, I, I, I, 1, -1, -1, 1, I, -1, I, 1, -1, -1, 1, /* row 61 */-1, 1, 1, 1, I, -I, I, I, -I, I, -1, I, -I, I, I, I, /* row 62 */1, -I, -I, -I, -I, I, -I, I, -I, -I, -1, I, -I, 1, -I, -I, /* row 63 */I, -I, -I, I, -I, -I, I, I, I, 1, I, I, I, I, -I, -1 /* row 64 */

} ;

/* ------------------->

/********************************************************************//*
*//* Initialized the 1023-stage matched filter (k=4) *//*
*//*
*//********************************************************************/double prev_in[MF_STAGE*TF];
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#include ·spw_platform.h·
#ifdef UNIX
#include ·caedata/raat29/match_cc/blockcode/match_ccu.c·#else
#ifdef VAX VMS
#include ·[caedata.raat29.match_cc.blockcode]match_ccu.c·#endif VAX VMS
#endif UNIX
static char *REVISION = "2.50·;

/*
*

*

*

*

*

Block Function: match cc

Library: raat29
_

Date: Sat Oct 30 14:07:15 1993

*/

/********************************************************************//*
*/

/* FEED_THROUGH_LIST INFORMATION: *//* */
/* --> FEED_THROUGH_TYPE IS NOT EDITABLE. The BDE parameter */
/* screen associated with the block must be edited to change */
/* the block's FEED_THROUGH_TYPE. */
/* */
/* FEED_THROUGH_TYPE = ALL_FEED_THROUGH. * /
/* */
/********************************************************************/
I*******�***�********************************************************//* *//* LINK_OPTIONS INFORMATION: */
/*

*//* --> The LINK_OPTIONS list �s editable. It contains all the */
/* libraries which the code must be linked to. Each item in */
/* the list must be surrounded by double quotes and */
/* separated by commas. The math library is automatically *//* linked, and does not need to be specified. The paths */
/* may be specified as full paths or as paths relative to */
/* the host. */
/* A link option can also be specified in the form • -lx· */
/* (where x is defined in the UNIX manual on Old" *//* */
/* IMPORTANT: The entire LINK OPTIONS list must be deleted *//* if it doesn't contain any elements. */
/ * * //* Sample LINK_OPTIONS list: * //* (Actual list should be placed below this comment block) *//* */
/* LINK_OPTIONS = { "-1m", *//* ·//host/code/lib/sample.a· }; *//*

*//*
*/

/********************************************************************/
/********************************************************************//*

*//* INCLUDE_DIRS INFORMATION: *//*
*//* --> The INCLUDE_DIRS list is editable. The list should *//* contain all directory search paths needed to locate all *//* the include files used by this block. It has the same *//* format as the LINK_OPTIONS list. */

/ * * /
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IMPORTANT: The entire INCLUDE_DIRS list must be deleted *1if it doesn't contain any elements. *1
*1Sample INCLUDE_DIRS list: * 1(Actual list should be placed below this comment block) *1
*1INCLUDE_DIRS = { "//host/u/code/include', *1

"/Ihost/lib/dir" }; *1
*1
*1

/********************************************************************/
/********************************************************************/1*

*11* EDITABLE FUNCTIONS *1/* --> In_match_cc raat29 ()
1* --> Ro_match_cc_raat29 ()
/* --> Te_match_cc_raat29 ()
1*
1*
/*
1*
/* **OR**
/*
1*
/* **OR**
1*
1*
/* **OR**
1*
/*
/*

Structure use:

Typical input value reference
local_var = *(spb_input->var_name);
local_var = I_var_name;

Typical output value update
spb_output->var_name = local_var;
O_var_name = local_var;

Typical parameter reference
local_var = spb_parm->var_name;
local_var = P_var_name;

*1
*1
*1
*1
*1
*1
*/
*1
*1
*1
*1
*1
*1
*1

I*******�**************************************************'k*********/

(See reference manual for further information)

1*
*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*1

Initialize Function (must be present)
--> If editing, modify only the lines within the

function's opening and closing brackets.

This function is used to initialize the state structure
and constant outputs of the block. It is called once
for each block instance during simulation.

Function must always return either SYS_OK, SYS_TERM,
or SYS_FATAL by using the return() function.
User may modify the line containing 'return(SYS_OK);'.

In_match_cc_raat29 (spb_parm, spb_input, spb_output, spb_state)STRUCT pt_match_cc_raat29 *spb_parm;
STRUCT It_match_cc_raat29 *spb_input;
STRUCT Ot_match_cc_raat29 *spb_output;STRUCT St_match_cc_raat29 *spb_state;{

/* * * * The following two lines should be deleted * * * *11* * * * after this function is fully implemented! * * * *1/* strcpy (wmsgbuf, "Error: block raat29/match_cc NOT IMPLEMENTED!');wmsgErrors (wmsgbuf)j
10/30/93 * 1

return (SYS_OK);

/*
*

*
Run Output Function (must be present)
--> If editing, modify only the lines within the
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*

*
function's opening and closing brackets.

*
This function is used to update the outputs and/or stateof the block. It is called each iteration, for eachblock instance during simulation.

*

*

*

*

Function must always return either SYS_OK, SYS_TERM,or SYS_FATAL by using the return() function.User may modify the line containing "return(SYS_OK};".

*

*

*/

Ro_match_cc_raat29 (spb_parm, spb_input, spb_output, spb_state)STRUCT
STRUCT
STRUCT
STRUCT
(
/*

pt_match_cc_raat29
It_match_cc_raat29
Ot_match_cc_raat29
St_match_cc_raat29

*spb_parm;
*spb_input;
*spb_outputi
*spb_statei

---------------->
int ii
double Yi

10/30/93 */

y=Oi
for(i=MF_STAGE*TF-lii>O;i--)
{

prev_in[iJ=prev_in[i-l]i}

prev_in[OJ=*spb_input->in_mfi
for(i=Oii<MF_STAGE;i++)
{

y=y+prev_in[TF*(i+l)-l]*c[i];}

spb_output->out_sum=y;
/* <------------�-- 10/30/93 */

return (SYS_OK);

/*
*

Termination Function (must be present)--> If editing, modify only the lines within the
function's opening and closing brackets.

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

This function is used to dump the final state of theblock. It is called once for each block instanceduring the simulation.

Function must always return either SYS_OK, SYS_TERM,or SYS_FATAL by using the return() function.User may modify the line containing "return (SYS_OK) i".*/

Te_match_cc_raat29 (spb_parm, spb_input, spb_output, spb_state)STRUCT pt_match_cc_raat29 *spb_parmiSTRUCT It_match_cc_raat29 *spb_input;STRUCT Ot_match_cc_raat29 *spb_output;STRUCT St_match_cc_raat29 *spb_state;{

return (SYS_OK) i

/********************************************************************//*
*//* Add any additional functions you need here. *//*
*//********************************************************************/
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APPENDIXC

SIMULATION OUTPUT WAVEFORMS

Several simulation output views from SDE of SPW are shown in this appendix.

Figure C.l is the output view using CATSIMF scheme at SNR = -12 dB, Vth = 150.0;

Figure e.2 - C.6 is the output views using CAiMF scheme in the test system;

Figure C'] - e.g is the output views using RAATS scheme in the test system.
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APPENDIXD

FLOW GRAPH TECHNIQUE AND

DERIVATION OF MEAN ACQUISITION TIME

D.I The Flow Graph Technique

A signal flow graph is a topological representation of the simultaneous equations

to describe a system function. Signal flow graphs were developed by Mason [40]. One

natural application of the flow graphs is to control theory. Other applications are

developed as a transfer function. Some definitions are introduced for the purpose of

understanding the signal flow graph theory and the signal flow graph reduction. An

example flow graph is shown in Figure D.l.

Figure D.l A signal flow graph

Afeedback loop is a path that starts and terminates on the very same node. In Figure D.l

the path from X2 to X3 and back to X2 is a feedback path.
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A forward path is an open path from the input node to the output node. The path from Xl

to X2 to X3 to X4 to xs and XI to X2 to X4 to xs are the two forward paths in Figure 0.1.

The gain of a branch is the transmission function of that branch when the transmission

function is a multiplicative operator. An example is Tn for the gain of the path from xI to

X2 in Figure 0.1.

The loop gain is the product of the branch gains of the loop. Referring to Figure 0.1, we

note that the loop gain of the feedback from X2 to X3 and then back to X2 is T23T32.

Nontouching loops are a set of loops that have neither branch nor node in common.

The path gain is the product of the branch gains found in traversing a path. In Figure 0.1,

the path gain of the forward path from Xl to X2 to X3 to X4 to xs is TnT23T34T45.

A self-loop is a feedback loop composed of a single branch. for example, in Figure 0.1,

T33 is a self-loop.

D.l.l Signal Flow Graph Reduction and Mason's Formula

There are two ways to reduce the original signal flow graph. One is signal

flow graph reduction technique and the other is Mason's gain formula [40].

Figure 0.2 illustrates some equivalents used in the flow graph reduction. The

node X3 is eliminated by the following equations:

X2 = T12XI + T32X3·

X3 = T23X2.

(0.1)

(D.2)

Substituting Equation (0.2) into (0.1) to eliminate x3:

(0.3)
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The second reduction method for the signal flow graph is the use ofMason's gain

formula. In many cases, the input-output relationship can be written by a few simple rules

applied directly to the flow graph.

T32

Tl2 GJ• ..

xl x2 x3

Tl2

I-T23T32

• •

Figure D.2 Flow graph equivalents

The Mason's gain formula can be described by a transfer function (TF) from input

to output:

TF=--
�g

L (Ti�i)
i

(D.4)

where: T; is the ith forward path gain.

� g is the signal flow graph determinate and given by

� g
= 1 - L T/ + L TiL L T;3 + ...

iii

Li Til is the sum of all feedback loop gains.

Li Ti2 is the sum of all gain products of two nontouching feedback loops.

Li Tin is the sum of all gain products of n nontouching feedback loops.
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Lli is Llg evaluated with all feedback loops touching the ith forward path

eliminated (or delete all branches of the ith forward path).

Figure D.3 shows an example which consists of two forward paths from input to

output:

Xl �X2 � (G2) �X3 �X4

xl � x2 � (G3) � x3 � x4

TI=GIG2,

T2 = GI G3,

and three feedback loops:

Xl �X2 � (G2) �x3 �X4 +si

xl � x2 � (G3) � x3 � x4 � xl

Tj' = GI HI,

T2' = G1 G2 H2 ,

T3' = GI G3H2,

Xl � x2 � xl

OutputInput

H2

Figure D.3 Signal flow graph example

There are no nontouching feedback loops. Since all three feedback loops touch the path

from input to output, Ll i is equal to 1. The signal flow graph determinate is given by

(D.5)

The transfer function is obtained by substituting Equation (D.5) into Equation (D.4)

GI(G2 + G3)
TF =

-j-_-(-G-I-H-I-+-G-I-G-2-H-2-+-G-I-G-3-H-2) (D.6)
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D.l.2 Markov Processes and Generating Function Flow Graph

The Markov processes may be described by state transition diagrams from which

the generating function flow graphs are established. The Markov processes with a finite

number of states and time invariant transition probabilities can be described with the aid

of a state transition diagram [40].

As shown in Figure D.4(a), a two-state time invariant discrete Markov process is

characterized by two states:

State 2:

State 1:

where S2 denotes the state 2 and S 1 denotes the state 1. The process can also be

represented by the generating function flow graph shown in Figure D.4(b).

(a)

Input

Pll(Z)

(b)

Figure D.4 Generating function flow graph
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Using Mason's gain formula on the flow graph, the transfer function is

Z

Tjl1.] 1 -"2
Pll(Z)=� =

9 1
g 1 -"8 Z +"8 Z2

(D.7)

where
Z

T]=1, t11=1-"2'
5 1 3 5

t1 g = 1 -

"8 Z -

"2 Z
-

16 Z2 + 16 Z2 .

The Z variable on each branches along with the transition probability gains denote the

delay of one unit time from one node to the next.

The Pij(n) is defined as the probability of the process going from state i to state j

in n units of time. The Pij(n) is n-step transition probability. Generating function is

defined as

00

Pi/Z) � L zn pij(n) .

n=O
(D.S)

Pij(Z) is the z transform of the discrete probability function Pi;{n) and represents

the transfer function from node i to node j on the flow graph. To obtainPij(n) of Equation

(D.7), the long division or partial fractions can be used. By expanding in partial fractions,
the Pll(n) is given by Pl1(n) =� + � (ft (n ::::0).

The mean time T ij from state i to state j is given by

- dPij(Z)I �T ij = dz z=1
= £. npij(n),

n=O
(D.9)

and the variance of transition time from state i to state j is

- d2Pij(l) dPij(l) [dPij(l f"Pvar(Tij) = dz2 +
dz

-

dz J' (D.lO)
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Pij(z) is useful for the acquisition time analysis because it can yield statistical

information about the Markov process. One can derive Pij{z) through flow graph

reduction methods or through Mason's formula.

D.2 Derivation ofmean detour time in Equation (5.13)

Substitution of 'rd2 = K'rdl into Equation (5.7),

Hm;(z) = (1-Pj2)z +

(1-Pj2(1-Pj2)z2_Pj2z) (D. 11)

Mean of detour time is obtained by differentiating Equation (D.ll) with respect to z and

evaluating the first derivative at z = 1.

,

H DE(Z) =

2 2
,

I 3Pf2(1-Pf2) (1-Pf2(1-Pf2)-P(2.}-Pf2(1-Pf2) (-2Pf2(1-Pf2)-Pf2)H DE(Z) z=l = (1-Pj2) + 2
(l-Pj2(l-Pj2)-Pj2)

2 2
3Pf2(l-Pf2) +Pf2(3Pf2-2Pf2 )

= (1-Pj2) + 2
(1-Pj2)

2
Pf2 (2Pf2-3)= (1 + 2Pj2- 2)
(l-Pj2)

(D.12)
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D.3 Derivation ofmean acquisition time in Equation (5.12)

From Equation (5.6)

(D. 13)

Derivative of Equation (5.11)

,

I K
H D(z) z=l = Pat Pd2 (K +1) z = Pdl Pd2 (K +1). (D.14)

(D. 15)

K
'

H'o(z) = (1 - Pjl) + Pjl(1 - Pj2)(K + 1) z + [3rd term ofHo(z)1
2

'1 KPflP(2 (2P(2 - 3)
[3rd term ofHo(z)1 z=l = (3K + 1)PjIPj2 -

2
(1 - Pj2)

2
, KPflP(2 (2P(2 - 3)H O(ZAz=1 = (1 - Pjl) + Pjl(1 - Pj2)(K + 1) + (3K + 1)PjlPj2 -

2
(1 - Pj2)

(D.16)

Substitute Equation (D.13) to (D.16) into Equation (5.10), the mean acquisition time is

- 1 [ " , ( HD(1)]Tacq = HD(1)
H D(1) + H M(1) + (q-1) H 0(1) 1 -

-2
-

't'dl
=

PdlPd2

{I+KPdl+(q-l)[o-pn)+pnO-Pfl)(K+1)+(3K+ I)PnPfl-KPnPfl2(2;fl-3)] 0-Pd1td2)}(I-Pa)
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